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Abstract
Glutathione Sstransferase (GST) class Pi has two tryptophan residues which are
conserved within domain 'me, Trp38 plays a functional role in sequestering
glutathione at the active site, whereas Trp28 plays a structural role. The effects of
the sterically-conservative substitution ofTrp28 to Phe were investigated. When the
W28F mutant was compared with the wild-type enzyme, mutation of Ttp28 to Phe
was not well tolerated and resulted in a dimerio protein with impaired catalytic
function and conformational stability. The quality of purified enzyme. was
determined by SDS-P AGE, size-exclusion HPLC, IEF and western blot. The
enzyme's specific enzyme activity and catalytic efficiency were halved. Interaction
of glutathione with its binding site C;}he G-site) did not seem to be affected, as
suggested by the unchanged Km for glutathione and unchanged Iso values for the
competitive inhibitors, the S-hexylglutathione and glutathione sulphonate. The
topography of hydrophobic binding site (the H..site) for the electrophilic substrate
(1-ch1oro-2,4~dinitr()benzene) was affected, as reflected in the two-fold increase in
the substrate's Em value. Thermal inactivation and equilibrium unfolding
experiments showed the Trp28 ....Phe mutant to be thermodynamically less stable
than the wild-type enzyme. Equilibrium unfolding and urea ..gradient gel
electrophoresis experiments suggested that the folding/unfolding of human GSTPl-l
is a two-state process involving folded native dimer' and unfolded monomer, Its
stability was also shown to be dependent on protein concentration, A mutant
structure was constructed by homology modelling and the relationship between
Phe28 and its neighbouring environment was inspected. These results suggest an
essential structural role for Trp28 inmaintaining a functional If-site and a stable
class Pi enzyme structure. Its indole side chain is involved in the network of polar
interactions buried in the protein matrix below the H-site.
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1Chapter 1
Intloduction
1.1 Hlstorleal perspective
Glutathione S-transferases (EC2.5.1.18) (GST) were initially identified in 19tH as
a liver enzyme that catalyses the conjugation of l-chloro-2,4-dinitro ..benzene
(CDNB) with reduced glutathione (Booth et al., 1961; Coombs and Stakelum.,
1961). GSTs are a family ofmulti-functional proteins that function both as eminent
enzymes of detoxification and intracellular binding proteins. These exceptional
functions are of interest to investigators in..hi9chemical, toxicological,
pharmacological, cell biological and physiological fields and interests in the GST
superfamily continue to proliferate" The chronological order of the major advances
in OST research are presented in Table.l.
1.2 Families of GST lsoenzymes
GSTs exist in multiple forms and cytosollc GSTs can be grouped into five
evolutionary classes, designated Alpha, Mu, Pi, Theta and Sigma (Mannervik et al.,
1985; Mannervik and Danielson., 1988; Meyer et al., 1991; Hiratsuka et al., 1990;
Buetler and Eaton., 1992; Ji et at, 1995). A new class ofGST, Sigma, has recently
been isolated from squid digestive gland (Ji et al., 1995). The microsomal
glutathione S.,transfel'ase is a membrane ..bound member of an important
detoxification system consisting of a number of enzymes that catalyze the
conjugation of glutathione to a wide range of electrophilic compounds (Mannervik
and Danielson., 1988; Morgenstern and DePierre., 1988; Pickett and Lu., 1989;
Armstrong, 1991). Microsomal aST is abundant in liver microsomes and in the
21961 Demonstration of GST activity.
1973 First purification schemes for GST.
1974 Ligandin (Y protein) identified as a GST.
1976 Selenium-independent glutathione peroxidase is a aST.
1977 Use ofSOS-PAGE to identify Va; Yb and Yc aST.
1979 Ligandin activity attributed to the Ya-type subunit.
1981 Proof that distinct aST subunits can hybridize, forming heterodimers,
Demonstration of polymorphic expression of aST in humans.
1982 Isolation of a unique microsomal GST.
1984 First full-length cDNAs encoding OST described.
Expression of pi-class OST in hepatic preneoplastic nodules.
i985 Overexpression of aST in drug-resistant cells lines.
Alpha-, Mu-, and Pi-class GST families defined"
1986 Association between absence of mu-class GST and susceptibility to lung
cancer.
1988 Identification of a bacterial OST responsible for resistance to antibiotic
fosfomycin.
1990 Identification of novel cis-acting elements in flanking regions of OST
genes that respond to xenobiotics.
1991 Theta-class OST characterized.
X-ray crystallography of OST.
Three-dimensional structure of class Pi GST determined,
1992 Crystal structure of class Mu GST determined.
GSTs were involved in the elimination of Phase II conjugation products as the
third phase of detoxification.
Class Sigma GST was proposed.
1993 Crystal structure of class Alpha OST determined.
1994 GSTs can activate compound to form alkylating agents.
Crystal structure of class Mu OST determined.
1995 Sigma-class OST characterized and Theta-class was proposed as the evolutionary
forerunner of cytosolic OST isoenzymes.
Crystal structures of blowfly class Theta and class Sigma GSTs determined.
The projection structure of microsomal OST obtained by two-dimentional
crystallograp .j shown to be a trimer.
1996 The first crystal strur ture of plant GST from ArabidQPsis thalianG
determined.
Table.l Historical overview of GST research (adopted and modified from Beckett
and Hayes., 1993).
3outer mitochondrial membrane (Morgenstern and Del'ierre., 1988), but cells of the
other tissues also express the enzyme at a lower level. The microsomal isoenzyme
has the ability to protect cells against lipid peroxidation (Morgenstern and Del'ierre.,
1988). Pemble and Taylor (Pemble and Taylor., 1992) suggested that Alpha, Mu
and Pi classes isoenzyme originated from duplication ofa Theta-like gene. The Mu
class OST diverged from the common AlphalMulPi gene:before the divergence of
Alpha and Pi classes. When Ji et at (Ji et al., 1995) compared the primary structure,
gene structure and three-dimensional structure of different classes of GSTs, they
proposed that the Sigma class isoenzyme diverged from the ancestral precursor
before the divergence of the precursor gene for Alpha, Mu, Pi and Theta classes,
The proposed evolutionary scheme for OST family is shown in Fig.l.
1.3 Nomenclature and classification
The earliest reported attempt to classify the different forms of glutathione S..
transferase was made by Boyland and Chasseaud (Boyland and Chasseaud., 1969).
They classified the GSTSi into five groups: GSHNg..aryltransfetase, GSH-S",
epoxidetransferase, GSH~.s-alkyltransferase, GSH..S..aralkyltransferase and GSH-S ..
alkenetransferase, Classification was based on GST's substrate specificity towards
electrophilic substrates. Comparison of the specific activities of isolated
isoenzymes with more diverse substrates displayed overlapping substrate
specificities, and their activities were proved not to be linked to a single functional
group. For example, the purified epoxidetransferase was active with alkyl and
aralkylhalides in the conjugative process (pabst et al., 1973). In 1975, Kamisaka
et al (Kamisaka et al., 1975) grouped the five basic (class: Alpha) forms of OST
isolated from human liver; these were assigned in Greek alphabetical symbols,
namely a, p, y, 0 and ~:;.The neutral form (class Mu) OST in liver and the
Sigma i\Iu
Theta Alpha/PiAIpha/fVIufPi
Pi
T ..
Fig. I The proposed evolutionary scheme for GSTs. It explaiostbe~~dY-£w;ergeI1ce'()rSfb~naclass
Theta ancestor followed by ,tiledivergence of Mu cfass G'S'rs rrain the common AlpbalMulPi ancestor.
GST diverged from the common AlphaIPi ancestor (adopted frornJi er al., H)95}.
5placenta! acidic form (Pi) were also designated as J,t, 'iI, <I> and 'It (Pi) (Guthenberg
et al., 1979; Warholm et al., 1981; Singh et al., 1987; Hayes et al., 1989). '
Stockman et al (Stockman et al., 1985) developed a system based on the quaternary
structure of proteins. This particular system described the three enzymes (BIBh
Blr~2and 62B2) formed by the combination of two distinct subunits called B, and Bz
(Stockman et al., 1987). An alternate approach to the classification of the GST was
to number' the enzymes according ) their gene loci, using evidence obtained from
zymogram analysis (Board., 1981b; Strange., 1984). It gave rise to the designation
of GSTl, GST2, GST3, which were the loci encoding Mu, Alpha and Pi classes
isoenzymes, respectively. Jakoby and co-workers suggested t!lat the six forms of
CST, which they had identified in.rat liver, namely E, D, C, B, A, AA, in the order
of their elution from a carboxymethylcellulose ion-exchange matrix (Mannervik and
Danielson., 1988) -. One of the nomenclature systems was developed according to
the isoenzymes' relative mobilities in sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis. Subunits started with Y and were followed by Roman letters in
subscript that designated the appropriate subunits (Mannervik., 1985; Mannervik
and Danielson; 1988). An obstacle arose as the relative mobility was dependent on
the degree of crosslinking of SDS ..PAGE gel and the true molecular mass values
were not reflected from the SDS·PAGE (Hayes and Mantle., 1986). A unified
system was finally introduced in 1992 by Mannervik et a.1 (Mannervik et at, 1992)
and the guidelines for the nomenclature of human OST were described in detail.
Examples of different GST nomenclature are shown inTable.Z, In the example of
human GST Pl ..l(hGST Pl ..l), h represented the species origin of the enzyme, P
was designated to the Pi class isoenzyme with Arabic number 1-1 displayed the
association of identical type ..1 subunits.
Previous designation as GST Class
Alpha
Alpha
GSTl-type 2, a, (subunit 4), GST~Al Mu
GSTl ..typel, GSTMz Mu
GST3,1t,p Pi
GST6 Theta
Microsomal GST Microsomal
Table.2 Example of human osr isozyme nomenclature.
(adopted from Mannervik et al., 1992).
71.4 Fun~tions of GSTs
1.4.1 GST's involvement in the detoxmcation pathway
Toxic compounds are produced by micro ..organisms, plants and animals as a form
of self protecti~)l enabling successful evolutionary adaptation against predators.
Toxins are also produced by humans as a consequence of modern industrialised
processes.
The detoxifioatlon of structurally diverse toxins was classified into two distinctive..
pathways:
(a) P~glycoprotein system: xenobiotics are exported by P...glycoprotein, a 170 kDa
plasma membrane glycoprotein that mediates the efflux. of drugs and xenoblotics
I
(Endicott and Ling., 1989).
(b) Three phase detoxification pathway (see Fig.2): Phase I of the metabolism of
xenobiotics of the three phase detoxification pathways involves the activation of
xenoblotics by oxidation, reduction or hydrolysis. An example is the oxidation of
xenobiotics by the cytochrome P450 superfamily which resulted in the formation of
reactive groups inthe xenobiotics and provided a reactive group for phase U system
. Variations in the order of product release and the intermediates utilized can result
in a variety of products, including mono-oxygenase products, reduction products,
epoxides and peroxides (Guengerich., 1991; Porter and Coon., 1991). The second
phase generates genotoxic electrophiles, activated xenobiotics, including the
products of phase I, which is deactivated via conjugation of the activated functional
group with glucuronyl, sulphuryl and glutathionyl moiety, and transformed into
8more hydrophilic forms (Hayes and Wolf; 1990). Phase II enzymes include
glutathione S-ttansferase, UDP~glucuronQ~~yltransferase and expoxide .hydrolase.
The hydrolysed epoxide by...product can react readily with proteins by Schiif-base
formation or bind to DNA· (Ishikawa, 1992). In the example of glutathi()t!:e
conjugation by GSTs, the risks of exposing the cellular environment to carcir1og~i;,:·
epoxides and its hydrolysed product are reduced.
Phase m involves the cellular elimination or inactive and water soluble conjugates.
via anATP dependant pump located in the plasma membrane. This is because the
intracellular accumulation of glutathione ..conjugates can lead to a decrease in the
detoxification ability of phase ITenzyme (Ishikawa, 1992). TIle GS-X pump, which
was proposed by Ishikawa et al (Ishikawa et al., 1986), exhibited high affinities
., J ::_
toward glutathione S..conjugates that carried -a long aliphatic carbon chain and
suggested another role in transporting naturally occurring glutathione conjugates,
e.g, leukotrienes C4 (Samuelsson et at, 198'7; Ishikawa et al., 1989a).
Three phase detoxification pathway was 'not only involved in the metabolism or
xenobiotics but was also involved in the synthesis and release of'biologlcally active
endogenous compounds, e.g, prosta~andin (Chang ef al., 1987b) Jnd LC4•
Arachidonic acid was oxidised via the lipoxygenase pathway and conjugated with
GSH, which leads to the formation ofLC4 from LA4 (Chang et al., 1987a).
9Xa
DNA, Protein
,If +./ I",II" I.. t ATP,",,'" I
"" J V_--
~ I t-;\ I ADPI\ /
\ //, ....." ..
Oxidation Conjugation [EliminationAT~i}-....
" ADP'\
(Phase I) \ (Phase II) (Phase III)\
\,
t
DNA, Protein
Fig.2 The three-phase pathway of detoxification of xenobiotics, Xa: xenobiotics
that are exported by P-glycoprotein. Xb: xenobiotics that are bioactivated by
monooxygenase in phase I and conjugated with glutathoine in the phase IT system.
The metabolites bioactivated in the phase I can react with cellular protein or DNA.
The glutathione S..conjugates formed in the phase n system are eliminated from the
cell by the OS ..X pump (phase III) (adopted from Ishikawa., 1992).
1.0
1.4.2 The ATP dependant glut~thiOne conJugate pump
The ATP dependant glutathione S-coryugate pump was initially proposed by several
investigators (Board., 1981a; Akerboom et aI., 1982; Ishita\,va., 19.86) and was
confirmed later from experiments using plasma membrane vesicles prepared from
erythrocytes, rat heart and liver (Kando et at, 1982; Ishikawa., 1989b; Kobayashi
et al., 1989; Kitamura et al., 1990). Kinetic studies showed that AT'P was essential
for the transport function of the glutathione S-conjugates (Ishikawa, 1989b). The
ATP dependant pump serves two functions: it facilitates the degradation of
gltrtathione S-conjugate by exporting the conjugates out of the .cell, which is then
transport to the kidneys by blood plasma. This occurs as it is vital to maintain the
efficiency ofthe detoxification enzyme system in the cell. The pump consisted of
the P, C and G domains where the P domain was responsible for the
phosphorylation, and the C and G domains were involved in the recognition of
glutathione Sconjugates (Ishikawa., 1993). The GS...X pump also exhibits a broad
spectrum of substrate specificity towards different types of glutathione S-conjugates.
1.4.3 Degradation of glutathione S·conjugates
The degradation of glutathione S-conjugate starts with the removal of y-glutamyI
moiety and is followed by the cleavage of Cys-Gly peptide bond by a peptidase.
The remaining S-(substituent)-cysteine derivative can be metabolised further upon
acetylation of the cysteine conjugate by acetyl-coenzyme A to produce a fmal
product called mercapturic acid, which is excreted via the kidney. Alternatively, the
cysteine moiety can be cleaved at the e-s bond with the elimination of pyruvate and
ammonia, resulting in the production of mercaptan. The thiol group of mercaptan
can be further glucuronosylated with uridinediphosphoglucuronate or methylated
11
GSU+RX
1
y ..Glu-Cys-Gly
S
R
l'
Efflux
y ..Glu
Gly
S-(substituent) eystelne derivatives
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!
1
l "'AcetJlation
II'
Mercaptan Mercapturic acid
*Metflyiatiol' J
hlenl JAdenosyl met i()fU~ J
.•..J
Mdhyltbio conjugate
\
\\ , Uridinediphospboglucuronate
\: Thioglucuronide
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1
"'Oxidlliioll
1
MethylsuUinJf1 deri;yatives
!
"'O.ddalion
1
l\-lethlysulfonyl derivatives .
Fig.3 The degradation pathway of $-glutathione ..conjugates
(adopted and modified from tv1annervik.1'1985).
II
with S-adenosyl methionine to form methyl-thiol conjugate, and this can be further
oxidised to form methylsulfinyl derivative which may be oxidised to form the last
product which was a methylsulfonyl derivative. Thioglucuronide or methylthio
derivative ofxenobiotics, together with mercapturic acid, are excreted by kidneys
(Mannervik., 1985). Details of the degradation pathway can be seen in Fig.3.
1.4.4 Binding and intracellular transport of non-substrate ligands
The GSTs were concurrently characterized based on their non-substrate "kl,~~,.J
binding ability. These enzymes were originally called y..protein or ligandin befo.l;~
Kaplowitz et al (Kaplowitz et al., 1973) observed the glutathione S-transferase
activity from them. GSTs bind to a diverse variety of large hydrophobic and
amphipathic non-substrate ligands such as steroid hormones, thyroid hormones,
bilirubin, heme, bile acid, fatty acids, leukotrienes, prostaglandins and
neurotransmitters (Boyer., 1989; Listowsky, 1993). This protein also has the
capacity to bindvarious exogenous substances such as drugs, dyes and xenobiotics,
including mutgens and carcinogens (Listowsky et al., 1988)~
Non-substrate ligands can act as non-competitive inhibitors. Evidence for this
includes: (1) covalent labelling of the non-r ;bstrFtte ligand binding site in rGST
Al~2 does not result in complete loss of activity (Boyer., 1986); (2) the degree of
inhibition by non-substrate ligands is pH dependant, (i.e, due to the formation of a~ .
kinetically active enzyme-substrate-inhibitor complex) (Van der Jagt et al., 1982;
Boyer et al., 1984; Boyer and Vessey., 1987); (3) some forms ofGST still retain
full activity at 100% ligand. saturation (Boyer et al., 1984); (4) Certain non-
substrate ligands (phenoxyherbicides) have stimulatory effects instead of inhibitory
effects (Vessey and Boyer., 1984; Vessey and Boyer., 1988) and (5) SJ26CST
13
retained 100% enzyme activity when the enzyme was assayed at the presence of
'.
500 ,uM concentration of non-substrate ligand, Praziquantel (Walker et al., 1993).
Praziquantel occupied the solvent accessible cleft created by the association of
subunits was observed from the 3D structure of SJ26GST (McTique et al., 1995).
Cytotoxic effects occur within the cells when the cellular concentrations of non-
substrate ligands exceed the capacity of their specific receptors or if there is no
specific receptor for the potentially toxic compound. Tipping and Ketterer (Tipping
and Ketterer., 1981) observed GSTs~involvement in the transport of substrates for
cytochrome P450, and subsequently the product of cytochrome P45Q system will be
used by GST as If-site substrates, GST can regulate the metabolism 01 toxic
compounds by binding the toxin and rendering it more water- soluble and, therefore,
facilitating the metabolism of toxins and protecting the cells against cytotoxic effect
(Listowsky., 1993).
A ne gative effect arises when the metabolites formed become mutagenic or
carcinogenic and induce an over-expression of dSTs, resulting in an increased
cellular resistance ~ntoxic compound. However, this can be controlled by GST
itself. For steroid and thyroid hormones, the dissociation rate of hormones at high
affinity receptor sites allows an efficient transfer of non-substrate ligands or
alternatively, when the GST level is high, the enzyme will divert the bound hormone
to another site to be metabolized (Listowsky., 1993). The high capacity ofOST ..
thyroid hormone (T3 or T4) binding allows the regulation of action and metabolism
of the thyroid hormone by controlling their intracellular transfer to receptors and
components involved in thwoid hormone metabolism (Ishigaki et al., 1989). Chang
at al (Chang Fl al., 1987) also suggest GSTs are potentially involved in the control
of cellular concentration of androgen-dependent growth hormone.
14
1.S Structure and conformational stability of GSTs
1.5.1 Structural comparisons of GST family
Cytosolic GST exists as homo .. or hetero .. dimer according tn the dimerization of
monomers within same class ofisoenzyme. Members within the same classes share
a high amino acid sequence identity and similar subunit sizes (24-28 kDa) (Dirt et
al., 1994b; Wilce and Parker., 1994). Unlike the cytosolic GSTs, microsomal
GSTs exist as trimeric protein with molecular mass of 17.3 kDa per monomer
(Hebert et al., 1995). The folding topology of'membrane ..bound microsomal GSTs
is different from cytosolie GSTs as each monomer contains an inner core of six
parallel a ..helices delineating a central low density region and the helical bundle i.s
partly surrounded by elongated domains (Hebert et al., 1995).
Sequence identity between the different gene classes displays little identity (Pi..Mu
30%; Pi-Alpha 32%; Alpha ..Mu 20%; Sinning et al., 1993). Class Pi isoenzyme
shares the highest seo-ience identity with class Alpha, and moreover they also
shared a high degi ois.ructural similarity whe-t the superimposed structures of
the two classes are clI.J.1pared(Dirr et at, 1994b). However, class Pi and class Mu
do share a higher degree of overall structural similarity when the superimposed
backbone conformations are compared (Sinning et al., 1993). The plant class Theta
OST of ,4.tb1J.licft1fJ. shared less than 20% of sequence identit'J with class Alpha, Mu
and Pi GSTs (Reinemer et al., 1996). The blowfly class Theta OST also shared a
very low sequence identity with Alpha, Mu and Pi GSTs, just below 21% (WHee et
al., 1995). The class Sigma GS! isolated from squid digestive gland, shared 19--
34% sequence identity with the other four principle vertebrate classes 08T5 (Ji et
al., 1995). The class Sigma OST shared highest identity with class Pi aS!; 38,7%
15
for domain 1 and 31.2% for the entire molecule (Reinemer et al., 1996).
Classes of GSTs share 26 invariant amino acid residues, with many relatively
conservative substitution changes that are accommodated without any major
structural adjustments (Dirr et al., 1994b).
Many of these residues are located at the active site and contribute towards'
substrates binding, catalysis and conformational stability (Dirr et al., 1994b). The
invariant amino acid residues are as follows: Tyr7(Pi)/l'yr6~lu)lTyr8(Alpha),
Atgl1(Pi)/ArglO(Mu)/Arg12(Alpha), Gly12(Pi)/Glyl1(Mu)/Gly13(Alph~)~ Arg18
(Pi)/Arg17(Mu)/Arg19(Alpha), teu20(Pi)/Leu19(Mu)/Leu21(Alpha), Leu21(Pi)1
Leu20(MU)/Leu22(Alpha), Glu30(Pl)/Glu29(Mu)/Glu30(Alpha), .Phe47(Pi)lPheS6
(Mu)/phe51(Alpha)~ Pro51(Pi)lPro60(Mu)lPro55(Alpha), Gln62(Pi)/Gln71(Mu)
IGln66(Alpha), Ile66(Pi)lIle75(Mu)/Ile70(Alpha), Leu76(Pi)/Leu85(Mu)lLeu80
(Alpha), Gly78(pi)/Gly87(Mu)/Gly82(A1pha), Olu83(Pi)/Glu92(Mu)/Glu87(Alpba)
, Asp88(Pi)/ Asp97(Mu)/Asp92(Alpba)$ Asp96(Pi)/Asp 105(Mu)/ Asp 1OO(Alpha),
Leul04(Pi)/LeulOO(NIu)lLeul08(Alpha), Leu131(pl)lLeu141(Mu)/Leu139(Alpha),
Gly143(pi)/Gly149(Mu)/Gly149(Alpha), Asp 150(Pi)/Asp 156(Mu)/Asp156(Alpha),
LeulS7(pi)/Leu163(Mu)/Leu163(A!pha), Phe 171 (Pi)/Phe 177(Mu)lPhe 177(Alpba),
Pro 172(pi)lPro 178(Mu)/Pl'o 178(Alpha), Leu174(pi)/Leu180(Mu)/Leu180(Alpha),
Arg180(Pi)/ Arg186(Mu)1 Arg186(Alpha), Pro200(Pi)lPro206(Mu)!Pro206(Alpha)
(Dirt et al., 1994b).
Each subunit polypep~;:dechain folds into two structurally distinct domains that have
a total secondary S~ ture content about 48 ..59 % IX-helix and 8...10 % ~~stratlds
(Din: et al., 1994b). TIle smaller N-terminal domain has the topological arrangemen;
for the secondary structure elements folded into the ~.(t P« p~exmotif (Dirr et al.,
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1994b ). The superimposed subunit structure showed a high degree of backbone
structural similarity between Alpha, Mu, Pi and Sigma classes of GSTs (Sinning et
al., 1993; Dirr et al., 1994b; Ji et at, 1995), Each class has specific structural
characteristics. For example, class Mu GST has an extended and mobile Mu loop
connecting strand ~2 and helix cx2(Ji et al., 1992). The folding and frame work of
class Mu GSTs was, therefore, no')' affected by the insertion of the Mu loop (Dirt et
al., 1994b). Domain 1 of class Alpha subunit is folded from two separate
polypeptide segments. This domain has an additional amphipathic tX ..helix, helix
«9, which is created by the folding of the C..terminal region of the class Alpha
polypeptide chain (Sinning et at, 1993), Blowfly class Theta OS! did not have the
loop found in class Mu GSTs or the C..terminal helix characteristic of class Alpha
GS! (WHee et al., 1995), Helix 5 of blowfly Theta class osr is shorter and not
bent. The coniormation of'the loop connecting helix 4 and 5 of blowfly Theta class
OST together with. the absence of helix 8 are unique features (Wilee et al., 1995).
Domain 2 is composed offive amphipathic <x-helices (Dfrr et al., 1994b; WHee and
Parker., 1994; Ji et al., 1995). The variations in sequences (due to substitution,'
insertion or deletion) have led to some overall structural readjustments between gene
classes, such as the rotation OfstrucPlral domains (Sinning et al., 1993). Class Pi
and Mu shared higher degrees of structural similarity of domain 2 where class Alpha
bas a longer ctS helix and a, shorter three-residue p-sttand near the C..terminal
segment which forms a structural part of the domain I of class Alpha (Dirr et al.,
1994b). The folding topology of class Sigma GS! was similar to other known OST
except for a significant difference at the position of the (t4Mtum..~5 (residues 102-
126) (1i et al., 1995).
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A distinguishing feature between OST classes is the interactions involved atthe
dimer interface. A lock- and -key type of hydrophobic interaction is established in
Alpha, Mu, Pi and SJGST(whlch belongs to the class Mu of GST family) by the
wedging of a hydrophobic side chain of a Phe residue (phe52/Alpha; Phe56lMu;
Phe 471Pi; Phe51lSJGST) from one subunit into a pocket between a4 and a5 in the
other subunit Oi et al., 1995}. This particular type of lock- and -key interaction is
not present in squid class Sigma OS! due to the absence ofPhe and
the loop on which the Phe resides. The two residues out of .lve residues (o'flol.
\
form electrostatic interactions rather than hydrophobic interactions and the hole of
the lock is blocked by the side chain of Olu89 and Phe129. The decrease in
hydrophobic interaction is compensated by the increase of electrostatic interacrions
(Ji et at, 1995). The subunit recognition of enzyme classes that have tbe
hydrophobic lock (Alpha, Mu, Pi, SJ GST) are controlled primarily by ti1 • relative
orientation of the N",and C-tenninal domains (Sinning et al., 1993) which alters the
distan; J between the key ofsubunit 1 and the lock of the subunit 2. This fits well
into the hypothesis of the earliest divergence of class Sigma from the common
ancestor (Ji et at, 1995) and the dimer interface ofGSTs evolved from hydrophilic
to more hydrophobic.
1.6 Catalysis
1.6.1 Basis of catalysis by GSTs
Glutathione S...transferase catalyses a variety of reactions, including nucleophilic
aromatic substitution (SwL\.r)between reduced glutathione (bound to the G-site as
the activated thiolate) and a broad spectrum of electrophiles, The most common
method to study the ability of GS! to conjugate GSH with eleotrophilic substrates
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is the spectrophotometric assay developed by Habig and Jakoby (Habig and Jakoby,
1981). 1..chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene (CDNB) was used as an electrophilio substrate
to observe the GSTs catalytic activity (Habig et al., 1974). See the illustration in
Fig.4, for the catalysis by CST. Most biomelecular aromatic nucleophilic
substitution reactions on activated substrates are thought to proceed through an
unstable Meisenheimer or 0" complex intermediate which represents the rate
limiting step in this type of chemical catalysis. Graminski and co-workers
(Graminski et al., 1989b) observed that the ability ofrll';t liver class Mu isoenzyme
3..3 and 4-4 to stabilize the Meisenheimer complex intermediate. These works use
1,3,5~trinitrobenzene (TNB\ an activated arene lacking a good leaving group. The
electron deficient aromatic ring of TNB, did not favour the removal of hydrogen
atom and the substitution reaction, it reversibly forms the dead-end 'Meisenheimer
complex intermediate at the active site of OST (Graminski et al., 1989b), Studies
on the class Pi and Mu isozymes suggest a positive correlation between catalytic
efficiencies for the nucleophilic aromatic substitution reaction with the enzyme's
abi::ty to stabilise the Meisenheimer complex (Graminiski et at, 1989b; Bico et at,
1994).
Proposed steady-state kinetic mechanisms for Gsts include ping-pong, sequential
and random mechanisms (Wilce and Parker., 1994). Most of the studies support the
idea of the random addition of glutathione and elec.rophilio substrates. However,
under physiologies! conditions, the intracellular concentration of'reduced glutathione
is in the 1..10 roM range, whereas the dissociation constant of the enzyme varies
between 10 m200 /-tM. This is much higher than the Kd of QSl ~ allowing the
&"utathione to bind to OS! first as that will drive the initially proposed random
l-chloro-2A-dinitrobenzcne l-chloro-l- (S-glutathionyl)-2,4-
dinitrocyclohexadienate
H
I~X""
I.3,5..trlnftrobenzene
l ..(S-gIutathienyl) ..·li~,6-
trlnltrocyclohexadienate
l-{S-gIutat~iony
dinitrobeD72ne
Fig.4 (a)Tbe conjugation of l-chIoro-2,4-dinitrobenzene (CDNB) with reduced giutathlon (GSH) 1:
formation of Meisenheimer complex with 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene (TNB). GS- represents the thiolate al
Fig.4(b) represents the formation of product did not proceed (adopted from Bico et at, 1994).
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addition to a sequential addition of substrates.
Roberts and co-workers (Roberts et at, 1986) estimated that the small thiolate anion
was 109 times more reactive than its conjugate acid when comparing relative
reactivity in aqueous solution. A central aspect of the catalytic mechanism is the
ability of the enzyme to lower the kinetically determined pKa of the sulfhydryl group
of reduced GSH from 8.9-9,0 in aqueous solution to values of 6-1
(spectrophotometric ally determined) when the thiol group of glutathione bound at
Gssite (Chen et at, 1988; Graminski et al., 1989b). The estimated pKa for the
bound thiol group is 5.7-6.9 for class Mu (Graminski et at, 1989a,b; Liu et at,
1992),6,7 ..7 for class Alpha (Huskey et al., 1991; Wang et al., 1992) and 6.3 for
class Pi (Kong et al., 1992b).
An evolutionary conserved Tyr (class Pi) ITyr6(Mu)fTyr8 (Alpha)! Tyr7 (Sigma) is
directly involved in the catalytic activation of glutathione which is supported by
evidence from crystallographic, kinetic and spectroscopic studies of wild-type and
Tyr -». Phe mutant GSTs (Graminski et at, 1989a,b; Reinemer et al., 1991;
Stenberg et at, 1991; Ji et al., 1992; Reinemer et al., 1992; Kolm et aI., 1992;
Wang et al, 1992; Liu et al., 1992; Manoharan et al., 1992a,b; Kong et al.,
1992a,b; Penington and Rule., 1992; Sinning et al., 1993; Raghunathan et al.,
1994; Ji et al, 1995). It was found in Theta class GST, a conserved serine residue
took over the catalytic tyrosine's role (Ser9 of Lcuprina GST and Serl l of
A'Ihaliana GST) (WHee et al., 1995; Reinemer et al., 1996),
Tyr 7 is in close proximity to the sulphonic group of glutathione sulphonate, the
hydroxyl group ofTyr and one of the oxygen atoms of sulphonate, which is situated
within hydrogen bonding distance (Reinemer et al., 1991; Dirr et al., 1994a). 111is
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is further supported by comparing crystallographic structures of GST in complex
with various GSH analogues (Reinemer et al., 1991; Reinemer et al., 1992; Garcia ..
Saez et al., 1994; Ji et al., 1992) .
The replacement of tyrosine residue with phenylalanine by site-directed
mutagenesis resulted in a very low turnover rate at pH 6,5. However, the enzyme
still retained glutathione binding affinity which implies that the Tyr residue is
primarily involved in the activation of the thiol group of glutathione (Stenberg et al.,
1991; Liu et al., 1992; Manoharan et at, 1992a).
The close-proximity ofTyr to the sulphur atom of GSH suggests a positive influence
by Tyr on the pKa values of the thiol in the enzyme-glutathione complex, The pKa
of enzyme bound thiol group is approximately 2 pH units below the pKa of free
thiol of glutathione (Graminski et at, 1989a). The Y6F mutant of isoenzyme 3..3
has a higher pKa value (pKa > 8) than wild type in the bound enzyme-thiol complex,
implying that the hydrogen bond between them is involved in the stabilization of the
thiolate anion at the Geite (Liu et a1., 1992). An alternative role for the tyrosine at
the active site has been proposed by Karshikoff'et al (Karshikoff'et al., 1994). In
this proposal, the deprotonation of the hydroxyl group of Tyr is influenced by
protein charge constellation, and in particular by the high positive potential
generated by peptide dipoles ofGly12, Arg13 and Cys14, which belong to the N ..
terminus of helix exA of domain 1 (Karshikoff'et al., 1993). This significant ex-helix
dipole moment activated the hydroxyl group of Tyr7 and resulted in a considerable
reduction of pKa of Tyr7. Thus, at physiological pl'I, it can act as a general base
and promote proton abstraction from the GSH thiol by creating a thiolate anion with
high nucleophilic reactivity (Karshikoff et al., 1993),
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The active sites in the crystal structure of GSTs are open to bulk. solvent (Dirt et al.,
1994b) and the solvation of the active site can result in a diminished catalytic
function (Adams et al., 1989). However, the exclusion of water from the active site
following the substrate binding could contribute to the destabilization of glutathione
and thus, the I'~talytic potential. In the class Mu GST crystal structure, one
hemisphere of the sulphur atom of glutathione was found to be completely shielded
from solvent (Ji et al., 1992) and the desolvation of'thiolate anion at the active site
would, therefore, lead to enhanced nucleophilic reactivity of glutathione (Huskey et
al., 1991).
The conjugation of aSH also involves the biosynthesis and release of biologically
active endogenous substances, such as postaglandin (Chang et al., 1987b).
Arachidonic acid is oxidised via the Iipooxygenase pathwey and is conjugated with
GSH, which leads to the formation of'leukctriene C4from A4 (Chang et at, 1987a).
This in tum, regulates the allergic and analphylatic reaction, resulting in smooth
muscle contraction; the release of luteinizing hormone; and modulation of the G~
protein gated potassium channels (Ishikawa., 1992).
1. 6. 2 Recognition ofGSa at G-site
The G-site of GST is highly specific towards the thiol substrate GSH bound to the
G site and it assumes an extended conformation. Variants of thiols, such as N-Ac-
L-Cys, L..cysteine, 2"mercaptoeilianol and the tetrapeptide 'Y..L-Glu-y-L-GlumL-Cys ...
Gly are not recognised by GST as substrates (Habig et at, .1974; Abbott et al.,
1986). They also have a very low affinity towards the retro-inverse isomer ofGSH,
as the OST cannot recognise the reversed order of glutathione peptides (Chen et al.,
1988).
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The y ..glutamyl moiety is the major binding determinant, which allows the thiol
group to align properly at the G-site (Adang et a1.1 1988,; Adang et al., 1989;
Adang et al., 1990). It interacts extensively with a hydrophilic complementary
pocket found near the subunit interface. This is formed by the conserved and
conservatively replaced residues in the domain 1 of one subunit and domain-2 of the
adjacent subunits (Dirr et al., 1994b). The a-carboxylate group of the 'Y-g1utamyl
site chain is the most important recognition site as it is obligatory for enzyme
activity (Adang et al, 1990). 111e(XC-helixdipole could function as an electrostatic
anchor for the y -glutamyl moiety and it would assist in the binding and orientating
of the 'Y-g1utamylmoiety ofGST (Dirt et al., 1994b). Mu 3-3 OST is also able to
recognise non ..y..glutamyl-carboxylate groups, e.g, analogues of aSH with a ..L..
glutamyl or ex...D-glutamyl residues. The amino group of y-glutarnyl is not the major
determinant, as GST is still able to catalyse the analogue which has the amino group
of y-glutamyl moiety omitted. Crystallographic works on class Pi isoenzyme with
glutathione sulphonate demonstrates that the amino group of 'Y -glutamyl moiety is
also important for recognition at the G-site (Dirr et al., 1994b).
The position of cysteinyl residue is critical for the conjugation with the thiol group.
The Glycyl-modified analogues showed that the Glycyl residue is the least
restrictive moiety and not essential for the recognition of GSH at the Gssite,
1. 6. 3 Substrate specificity of GSTs
GSTs are able to J.'~t~ctwith a large number of structurally diverse substrates,
including alkyl .. and arylhalides, Iactones, epoxides, quinones, ester and activated
alkenes (Mannervik and Danielson., 1988). These all share the common feature of
being mostly hydrophobic and bearing an electrophilic centre. The specificity of
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GSTs toward certain substrates has proved useful in classifying new classes of
GSTs. For example, class Alpha GSTs are highly reactive towards cumene
hydroperoxide (Beckett and Hayes., 1993; WHee and Parker., 1994), and AS_
Androstene ..3,17- dione will distinguish subunit type 1 from type 2 of class Alpha
(1~t(Beckett end Hayes., 1993). Class Mu GSTs has a preference for epoxides,
and class Pi GSTs are highly reactive with ethacrynic acid (Beckett and Hayes.,
1993; Wilce and Parker, 1994), whereas Class Sigma GSTs are highly reactive with
eDNS (Ji et al., 1995). Type 1 subunit of class Theta OST is identified by 1,2 -
Epoxy ..3- (p-nitrophenoxy) propane, and type 2 subunit is identified by menaphthyl
sulphate (Beckett and Hayes., 1993).
1..7 Glutathione s-transferase and its association with hea:ulih and diseases
The distribution of GS! across human tissue is said to be heterogenious and tissue
specific (Tsuchide and Sato., 1992). The difference in tissue distribution can be
explained by distinct tissue function: GSTs act either as carrier proteins (Iigandin
function of GST), or be metabolically active and detoxify the potentially harmful
xenobiotics, Wild-type subjuects display dominate amount Qf Alpha OST
together with small quantities of class Mu and microsomal GST,pry.~ent in. the liver
(Hayes et at, 1991). The class Alpha GST is expressed in the liver, kidney, small
intestine and adrenal glands (Tsuchida and Sato., 1992; Listowsky., 1993), while
in most hepatocellular carcinoma, class Alpha GSTs are expressed in the liver
(Coles and Ketterer., 1990; Hayes et al., 199J). The class Pi GST is expressed
and uniformly distributed in extrahepatic tissues (Pemble et at, 1986; Mcl.ellan and
Hayes, 1987) and found mainly in normal cell types, such as erythrocytes, platelets,
placenta, and in the thyroid gland and lungs, whereas in the kidney, heart, testis,
ovary and uterus, multiple forms of GSTs are expressed (Listowsky., 1993).
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Investigators have paid attention to the use of rat or human class Pi OST as a
reliable preneoplastic or neoplastic marker enzyme, indicating that the detection of
elevated levels of Pi class GST would provide a simpler pathway to identify
malignancy of tissues than the conventional method used (Tsuchida and Sato., 1992;
Listowsky., 1993). The class Pi GST is normally expressed in minimal levels in
adult hepatocytes and thus the increase of class Pi OST levels is due to the increased
transcription of the Pi gene in the malignant cells (Suguoka et at, 1985). This
isoenzyme (class Pi) has been variably reported to be normal or increased in human
hepatocellular carcinoma (Soma et al., 1986; Kano et at, 1987), increased in both
dysplastic and neoplastic lesions of uterine cervix (Shiratori et al., 1987), colon
adenomas (Kodate et al., 1986) and cancers in the lungs, brain and skin (Tsuchida. ,
and Sato., 1992).
The class Mu OST is subjected to polymorphism and the expression. ofMu class is
population specific. It is expressed in approximately half of the population studied
by Hussey and co-workers (Hussey et al., 1987). In humans, there ate three
autosomal alleles at the GST M-llocus (Type 1, Type 2 end Type 0 or null), and
hence four possible phenotypes may be expressed in the liver (genotype 1,0 or 1,1;
genotype 1,2; genotype 2,0 or 2,2; genotype 0). The frequency of these four
phenotypes in the European population were 18, 6, 35 and 41 %, respectively
(Strange et al., 1.984). Therefore, 40 % of the population studied lacked the class
Mu GST (genotype 0 or null). Itwas later found that the hereditary differences in
the expression of class Mu OST is due to the deletion of the gene (Seidegard et at,
1988). Strange et al (Strange et al., 1991) suggested thai individuals lacking the
expression of class Mu GST have a greater risk of developing adenocarcinoma of
the stome-ih or colon than those with class Mu GST. The class Mu OS! was
suggested as a possible marker for greater susceptibility to human lung Cancer
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among smokers. Experiments have shown the diminished GST (class Mu) inmono ..
nuclear leucocytes from lung cancer patients toward trans-stilbene oxide when
compared with a matched control group of smokers (Seidegard et at, 1986;
Seidegard et at, 1990).
There are two ways to explain the over-expression of a particular isoenzyme in
malignancy. Firstly, the o:rrer-expression of a particular isoenzyme is due to the
clonal expansion of cells expressing particular GS!or, alternatively, the selective
over-expression which offers replicative advantage to differentiated cells, as in the
case of developed drug resistance. The over-expression of GST in tumours
produces resistance in the neoplasm to certain anticancer drugs (Hayes et al., 1991;
Beckett and Hayes., 1993; Gulick and Fahl., 1995). Elevated levels ofOST have
been observed in human and animal tumours (Charmichael et al., 1988; Shea et at,
1988; Lewis et ;).1., 19&9; Di Iliio et al., 1988 a, b; Howie et al., 1990; Moorghen
et al., 1991j. The decreased drug-binding membrane bound protein and decreased
activity l. f cytochrome P450 system would result a slower rate of anti-cancer drug
metabolism (Hayes et al., 1991).
Labelled antibody immunoassay is able to distinguish classes of cytosolic GSTs
(Hussey et al., 1987; Howie et at, 1988; Tsuchida et al., 1989) and hetero-dimers
fromhoruo-dimers (Beckett et al., 1984; Stockman et al., 1985). The advantage of
the immunoassay allows us to exclude the artifacts created by problems such as
bound ligands (bile, bilirubin), which decrease the enzyme activity and cause errors
inthe kinetic test. The class Alpha enzyme is the primary enzyme measured ..in liver
diseases, e.g. paracetamol poisoning, acute :;!cohol ingestion, acute liver damage,
hypo glycaemia, and anethesia with halothane (which causes liver injury) (Beckett
and Hayes, 1993), The class Alpha GSTs are also used in the detection of chronic
2?'
liver diseases, such as autoimmune chronic active hepatitis, alcoholic cirrhosis and
thyroid hormone associated diseases (hyperthyroidism and n...onitoring the thyroxine
replacement therapy) (Beckett and Hayes., 1993). This class of OST (Alpha class)
can also be used to detect renal damage and to predict the cadaver kidney function
prior to transplantation (Cho et al., 1981). The class Mu enzyme is mainly used to
differentiate chronic hepatitis, as 94 % of patients with chronic hepatitis were found
to express the class Mu enzyme (Harada et al., 1987). Ithas also been found that
patients lacking the class Mu aST are more susceptible to the adenocarcinoma of
the stomach or colon. The elevated class Pi OST expression is associated with
"'~~trointestinal malignant growth and can be use as a tumour marker for
w}: ~tobiliary and gastrointestinal.malignant tumours.
1.8 ApplicQuon of GSTs
1.8.1 Environmental biorentediation
Dichloromethane is a widely used industrial solvent and known carcinogen (Anders
and Pohl., 1985). Dichloromethane-dehalogenase from Methy/ophilus sp, DMll
is a GSH-dependent enzyme which catalyses the hydrolytic dehalogenation of
dichloromethane to formaldehyde for biosynthesis purposes, as well as inorganic
chloride (Wackett et al., 1992). The formaldehyde is then oxidized to carbon
dioxide for energy, or assimilated into cellular organic molecules (Scholtz et al.,
1988). Sequence analysis of the bacterial (Methylophilus sp, DMll)
dichioromethane dehalogenase has shown the enzyme to be a OST homologue and
a member of the Theta class (Blocki et al., 1994). The utilization of
dichloromethane as the carbon and energy source by methylotrophic bacte-ia can be
applied in the bioremediation of a polluted environment. The use of the microbial
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system to treat dichloromethane will limit its exposure to mammals and thus protect
the environment against pollution by discharging more water soluble formaldehyde
into the environment (as unsupported hypothesis) (Wackett., 1994),
I.S.2 Gene therapy involving GSTs
Chemotherapy is generally limited in its effectiveness by the toxicity -df the
chemotherapeutic drug being used inhealthy tissue, for example, the bone marrow.
It was suggested by several authors that an appropriate vector system be used to
introduce the resistance-conferring gene into the bone marrow which would be able
to increase the concentration of chemotherapeutic a~ents in cells and widoh would
then selectively kill a larger number of tumour cells, thus providing transient
resistance and protection for healthy cella during the course of chemotherapy
treatment (Dolan et al., 1991; Sorrentino et al., 1992; Deisseroth., 1993). Gulick
and Fahl (Gulick and Fahl., 1995) speculated that OST mutants with which confer
greater resistance against specific drugs would be mote efficient at protecting the
bone marrow during chemotherapy,
Another possible application of OS! is to design .1.\ GST specifically to activate
prodrugs which can be introduced into solid tumours. Introduction of the activating
GS! into the tumour population may result in an increase in toxicity for that
population of cells only, which means that the drug can then treat a localized region
of solid tumours (Gulick and PaW., 1995).
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1.9 Structural aspects of class Pi GSTs
1.9.1 General description of class Pi GSTs
The first Pi class GST to be crystallized was from bovine placenta (Schaffer et al.,
1988). However, the crystallization conditions were not reproducible between
protein batches and, in addition to this they did not acquire coincident diffraction
patterns between crystals. Porcine class Pi OST from lupg tissue was biochemically
characterized and crystalli=ed by DUT et al (Din- et al., 1991)~who also produced
the first three ..dimensional structure of the aST supergene fam!ly (Reinemer et at,
1991; Dirt et al., 1994a). The porcine enzyme was co ..crystallized with its
competitive inhibitor, glutathione sulphonate (Reinemer et al., 1991; Dirt et al.,
1994a). Other three-dimensional structures of class Pi GSTs have been resolved.
Such an example is the human placental class Pi as! in complex with the
competitive inhibitor, S-hexylglutathione (Reinemer et al., 1992). Class Pi
isoenzyme from mouse liver complexed with competitive inhibitors such as g..(p..
nitrobenzyl) glutathione, glutathione sulphonate and S..hexylglutathione (Garcia"
Saez et al., 1994).
Class Pi Isoenzymes from different species share primary sequence Identities
ranging from 82 to 86%. Pair..wise identities are ss follows: human"poroine: 82%;
human-mouse: 85%; human ..rat; 85%; and hum!."l)..bovine: 86%. The secondary
structure content ofOST 'S about 48~59 % tX helix, and 8..10 % ~ sheets (Ditt et
al., 1994b). See sequence alignment of class Pi GSTs inFig .5.
The three-dimensional structure of human placental class Pi OST was solved in
complex with S..hexylglutathione at 2.8 A resolution (Reinemer et al., 1992).
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Human class Pi GST is a homo-dimeric protein which consists of two identical
subunits (see Fig.6); this phenomenon can be observed throughout the human,
bovine, pig, rat and mouse species of class Pi GST isoenzyme. Each subunit of
human and murine class Pi isoenzyme consists of 209 amino acids, as well as
sharing a common insertion of two extra amino acids when compared with the
porcine isoenzyme (Reinemer et al., 1992; Garcia ..Saez et al., 1994).
The subunit of human class Pi isoenzyme is characterized by two structurally
distinct domains (see Fig.7): a smaller Nsterrninal domain which is designated as
domain 1 (residues 1..76), and a larger C-tenninal domain which. is designated aa
domain 2 (residues 81u209). These two domains are connected covalently by a 6
residue linker. Domain 1 consists of a four-stranded ~ ..sheet (P 1 to P4). PI is
parallel to ~2 which is parallel with ~ 1, P3 and ~4 running anti ..parallel to each
other. aA and ccC helices He packed against the ~...sheets with their axes running
parallel to the tour stranded ~ sheets. They are flanked on one side by the p -sheet,
which forms part of the non ..solvent contact area. aB is highly mobile as it faces
and is exposed to the solvent (it also exhibits elevated temperature factors )
(Reinemer et al., 1992).
Porcine and murine class Pi GSTs have an aB ..31O helix mihe same position. The
aB region of porcine c'ass Pi GS! is bent due to the presence of the two proline
residues (Pro39 and Pr040) (Reimmer et al., 1991; Din et at, 1994a; , Garcia ..Saez
et ai., 1994), The murine class Pi OST has a salt bridge formed between rue
carbonyl oxygen atom at the C-terminus of aD and the amide nitrogen at the N ..
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1
porcine
bovine
murine
rat
human
hGSTP1 ...1
bGSTP1-l
bGSTP1~1
hGSTP1 ..1
hGSTP1..1
PPYTITY~PVRGRCEAMRMLLADQDQSWKEEVVTMETWP--PLKPSCLFRQLPRFQDGDL
PPYTIVYFPVQGRCEAMRMLLADQGQSWKEEVVAMQSWLQGPLKASCLYGQLPKFQDGDL
PPYT IVYFl?VRGRCEAMRMLlJI.DQGQSWKEEVVTID'l'v?MQGLLKPTCLYGQLPRFEDGDL
P?YTIVY~PVRGRCEATRMLLADQGQSWKEEVVT!DVWLQGSLK$TCLYGQLl?KFEDGPL
l: ..iTVVYFPVRGRCAALruvILLADQGQ$WKE:EVVTVETWQEGSLKASCLYGQLPKFQDGDL
****. *••*.*** * ~****.* .******* .• * ** .**. *****.****
TtYQSNAILRH:r..GMFGLYGKDQREAALVDMVNPGVEDLRCKYATt:rYTNYEAGKEKYVK
TLYQSNAILRHLGRTLG1YGKDQQENU..vDMVNDGVEDLRCKYVSLIYTNY£AG1<EPYVK
TLYQSNAILRHLGRstGLYGKNQREAAQMDMVNDGVEDLRGKYVTLLYTNYENGKNDYVK
T1YQSNAILRHLGRSLGLYGKDQKEAALVDMVNDGVEDLRCl<YGTI,IYTNYENGKPDYVl{
TLYQSNTILRH1GRTLGLYGKDQQEAALVDMVNDGVEDLRCKYISLIYTNYEAGKDDYVK
***.W.~*.*****. ***** * .•• * .*********** ** .******* ** ***
ELPEHL1<l?FETtLSQNQGGQA~GSQI SFADYNLLDLLRIHQVLNP scr.DM~PLLSAYV
ALrQHLKPFETLLSrNKGGQAFIVGDQISFADYNLLDLLRIHQ~LAl?SCLDSFPtLSAYV
ALPGHLKl?FETLLSQNQGGKP.FIVGPQISFADYNLLDLLLIHQVLAPGCLDNFPLtSAYV
ALPGHLKPFETLLSQNQSGKAFIVGNQISFADYNLLDLLLVHQVLAPGCLDNFPLLSAYV
ALl?GQLKPFETLLSQNQGGK'lFIVGDQISFADYNLLDLLUHEVLAPGCLDAFl?LLSAYv
** .***~*******.** .•*.** ************* * ** * *** ********
ARLSARPKlKAFLASPEHVNRPINGNGKN 207
ARLNSRPKLKAFLASPBHMNRPINGNGKQ 209
ARtSARPKlKAFLSSIi'EHVNRP1NGNGKQ 209
ARLSARl?KlKAFLSSPDHLNRPINGNGKQ 209
GRLSARPKLKAFLASPEYVNLl?INGNGKQ 209
** *** **** ** * *******"." ..".
Fig.S Sequence alignment of human, porcine, tat, bovine and murine aST P 1..1.
Asterisks indicates conserved amino acids. The dejection in the porcine sequence
creates two gaps between residues 39 and 40. All sequences are extracted from
SWISS..PROT. The accession codes are as follows: P80031 (porcine GST Pl ..1);
P19157 (murine GSTPl ..I); P28801 (bovineGSTPl ..l); P04906 (rnt GST PI ..I)
and P09211 (human G:~'K:21..1).
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terminus of the following 3to ..helix. It was proposed that the secondary structural
similarity between murine and porcine enzyme at this region was maintained in this
way (Garcia ..Saez at al., 1994). The human enzyme has an insertion of two amino
acids (011140 and Gly41) which causes a break in the region of aB and results in
fXB1and aB2 (Reinemer etal., 1992), instead of a-helix followed by the SIo-helix
observed in the murine and porcine structure (Reinemer et al., 1991; Dirt et al.,
1994a; Garcia-Saez et al., 1994). Porcine, human and murine class Pi OST shared
a similar overall folded protein structure despite the minute structural difference
(Reinemer et al., 1992; Garcia ...Saez et at, 1994).
Domain.2 consists )fa right-handed bundle of six «-helices (aD - «I ). Helices uD
and a E are connected by a short Svshaped loop and packed in an anti-parallel
fashion, while tXEhas a distinct crescent-shaped appearance. This special bent
feature in the cxEcan be explain as a contribution made by the two proline residues
(pro123> Pro128) of the otE helix which disrupted the main chain hydrogen bonding.
it is interesting to note that the Pro123 and Pro 128 are specifically conserved in Pi
class isoenzyme which contributed to this special bend. characteristic of class Pi
GSTs. One small left handed 31O-helix connects the «E and .xF, while cxFand (tG
run perpendicular toward each other. (tH possess a sharp bend as a result of the
Pro187 and Pro196. A sIUa1l31O~helixis found between helices F and G. It was
proposed initially that the 3to-h~Hpcsituated between helices F and G, helix I was a
special feature of human class Pi GST(Reinemer et al., 1992), however, it has
. .
subsequently been found that these two features are also presented in the porcine
and murine class Pi GST (Dirt et al., 1994a; Garcia ..Saez et al., 1994).
Three helices, ~G, «H and «I, follow with sharp bends between them, due to the
Pi class isoenzyme conserved proline residues (Pro 174,. Pro187, Pro196 and
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Pro202) and this results in the special If-shaped spatial disposition in the known
three-dimensional structure of porcine, murine and human class Pi OST. Helices
aD, cxE, aF and cxG, together with their connecting loops, packed together form the
main body of domain 2. Helices etH and cd are separated from the main body of
domain 2 and are highly exposed to solvent. The above-average main-chain thermal
factors of porcine class Pi OST, which correspond to the human counter part,
indicate that they are highly mobile (Din' et al, 1994a). The C-terminu$ polypeptide
turns back to the main body of domain 2 and associates with the C,·tern:1inalregion
of «D and the Nsterminal of a:E, respectively. The polypeptide chain ends at the
hydrophobic region of the active site.
1.9.2 Domain interfaee
Several forces participate in the association of the two domains. The non-covalent
main-chain and side-chain contacts are mediated by polar interactions (which
include hydrogen bonding and salt bridges) and hydrophobic interactions with
hydrophobic elements in (tA, the l~Op between exAand PI, and the etC region of
domain 1 with «D, «F, eGH,cd and C-tenninus region of domain 2. Residues of
human class Pi GST involved in the polar interactions between the two domains and
which are within 3.5 A are: Argl !...Tyr198, Arg11 - Leu201, Argl l .. Pro202,
Arg11- Ile203, Gly12 ..Ile203, Argt1 ...Glu9'!, Asp23 ...tyr153, Asp23., Arg186,
Asn66 ...Asn93, Arg70 ...Asp94 and Gly73 .. Leu18 (Reinemer et at., 1992), There
are also polar interactions only observed in one subunit. Asp23 ..Leu189~ Arg70 ..
Asp90 and Arg70 ...Asn93 are observed in subunit 1, Asp23 - Lys 188 and G1n24 ..
Tyr153 are present in the subunit 2, respectively (Reinemer et at, 1992).
Fig.? Subunit structure of hOST PI ..1 showing domain 1 and domain 2
(Reinemer et al., 1992). TIle structure is viewed perpendicular to th~
crystallographic 2"fold axis. The diagramme is generated using the viewing
programme RASMOL (Sayle and Miller-White" 1995)..
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Hydrophobic interactions within 4 A are: between aA (residues Alal S,Met 19 and
Leu20 ) and ~F (phe150, Tyr153, Leu156 and Asp157); between «A (ArgI8,
rV1et19 and Ala22) and aH (Leu189, Phe192 and Leu193); between Trp28 and
Phe192; and between aC (Leu69 and Arg70) and aF (Phe150 and Asn154
(Reinemer et al., 1992). It is very Interesting to note that most of the amino acids
involved in the polar and hydrophobic interactions at the domain interface are
conserved within the Pi class isoenzyme (see Fig.5 for aligned sequences).
1.9. 3 Association of subunits
The dimeric class Pi GST isoenzyme is globular with approximate dimensions of
45 A x 55 A x 60 A (Dir.r et al, 1994b; WHee and Parker., 1994). The total buried
surface area between monomers of class Pi isoenzyme is about 1300 A2 with
approximately 14-15% ofrnonomer's initial water-accessible surface area of solvent
accessible area reduced upon dimerization of monomers (Reinemer et at, 1991;
Reinemer et al., 1992; Dirt et al., 1994b). The buried surface area is within the
range normally found for dimeric proteins of similar subunit molecular mass (Dirt
et al., 1994b). The most striking feature of the structure of this dimeric class Pi GST
is the distinctive V..shaped interface. This can be seen from the view perpendicular
to the two fold axis of the dimeric structure of'human class Pi isoenzyme in Pig.B,
Two types of forces contribute towards the inter-subunit contact, namely the
hydrophobic and polar interactions. Amino-acid pairs which participate in the
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Fig.8 A ribbon representation of the backbone ofhGSTP 1-1 (Reinemer et al.,
1992). 'T~e dimeric structure is viewed from perpendicular to the
crystallographic 2-fold axis. Diagramme is generated using the graphic
viewing programme RASMOL (Sayle and Miller-White., 1995).
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inter-subunit polar interactions and which are related by local symmetry within 3.5
A are as follows: Tyr 49 (subunit 1) ..Met 91(subunit 2); Thr 67( 1) ..Asp94(2); Arg
74(1) ..Thr 79(2); Arg 74(1) ..Asp90(2); and Thr 75(1) ...GIn 83(2). There are also
amino acid pairs that were not found to have local symmetry relations between
subunit 1 and 2 within 3.5 A. Such.amino acids pall'S include: Gln64(1) ...Asp94(2),
GIn 64(1) .. Gly95 (2), Ala 87(1) .. Arg74(2), and Met91~1) .. Thr 67(2).
Hydrophobic interactions are the dominant forces participating in the inter ..subunit
contact (Reinemer et aI., 1992). Amino-acid pairs which involve hydrophobic
interactions with local symmetry relationships and which occur within the 4 A range,
are as follows: between Leu48, Tyr49, helices «D (Met 91) and aE (Pro 128 and
Leu132); between strand ~4 (Leu60, Leu62 and Tyr63) and helix eD (Gln84,
AlaS7 and Met91); between helices eC (Thr67, His71 and Arg74) and helices aD
(Ala86~ AlaS 7, Asp90 and Met91). The only repulsive force involved in the
association of the human class Pi isoenzyme subunits occurs between the symmetry
related Arg70 residues of the individual monomers (Reinemer et al., 1992). The
majority of the amino acids involved in the association of'monomers are conserved
thought the class Pi isoenzyme (see Fig.S for details of aligned sequences).
1.9.4 Active Site
Cytosolic glutathione transferases have two kinetically independent active sites per
dimer, and each site has rNO distinctive functional regions: the G..site (G is short
for glutathione) for binding of the physiological substrate (reduced glutathione), mid
the adjacent H-site (H is shr-t for hydrophobic) for the binding of structurally
diverse electrophilic substrates (Danielson and Mannervik., 1985). The" floor" of
the active site consists of the top of st .nds P 1 and p2 of domain 1, and the N..
terminus of helices aA and cle. The "external wall" is formed by-helices ctB and
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31OB, while the "internal wall" is fl'mned by the sub ..structure of the large domain 2,
me C-terminalloop ..and helix aD of two monomers (Garcia ..Saez et at, 1994).
1.9.4.1 The Glutathione-binding site
TIle.glutathione binding site can be identified when the enzyme is in complex with
glutathione or glutathione analogues. A nUlt'hf\' <:' f~lutatltlone analogues have been.
co ...crystallized with class Pi isoenzyrr "'exyltfluta~hione, glutathione
sulphonate and S..(p~nitl'obenzyl) glutathio :. ~tal., lSI!:>1; Reinemer et
al., 1992; Dirr et al., 1994a; Garcia ..Saez \, The first competitive
inhibitor used to complex with class Pi isoenzyme wa, .2hione sulphonate and
the amino acids in contact with glutathione sulphonate were defined (Reinemer et
al., 1991). This was further proved when the structure of human class Pi OST
complexed with S..hexylgiutathione was solved (Reinemer et at, 1992), and the
refined crystal structure of porcine class Pi enzyme complexed with glutathione
sulphonate at higher resolution (Din' et :?f., 1994a). In the same year, Garcia ..Saez
et al (Garcia-Saez et al., 1994) resolved the crystal structure of murine class Pi OST
in complex with all three different glutathione analogues at an improved resolution
of 1.8 A, which further supports the assigned G-site. TIle extended conformation
of glutathione analogues with class Pi OST was similar to those which complexed
with other classes ofGSTs. For example, the rat class Mu isoenzyme complexed
with reduced glutathione (Ji et al., 1992), and human class Alpha isoenzyme
complexed with S..benzylglutathione (Sinning et al., 1993). Plant class Theta
isozyme complexed with S-hexylglutahtione (Reinemer et at, 1996), and blowfly
class Theta GST complexed with reduced glutathione (Wilce et al., 1995), while
squid class Sigma GST complexed with 1-(S-glutathionyl)2,4-dinitrobenzene (Ji et
al., 1995).
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The Gssite is formed mainly by helix as, a loop connecting helix. «B to strand ~3
and a loop connecting strand P4 tc helix eC. Recognition and binding ofGSH at
the G-site involves several side and main-chain polar interactions. Amino acids
involved in the recognition and binding are identical in class Pi isozyme irrespective
of the type of inhibitor co-crystallized. with the enzyme. This is due to the> than
80 % amino acid sequence identity and conservation of amino acids involved in
binding of glutathione analogues. Aligned amino acid sequences of several
mammalian glutathione Srransfcrase displaying these residues are strictly conserved
or conservatively replaced (Dirr et al., 1994b). Residues of different classes GSTs
involved in recognition and binding of glutathione and its analogues are shown in
Table.3.
G1n64 is hydrogen bonded to the nitrogen atom of the 'Y~Gluresidue of glutathione,
and this nitrogen atom is also hydrogen-bonded to Asp98 of the other subunit, The
hydroxyl group of Ser65 interacts with one carboxylate oxygen of y-Glu of
glutathione, whereas me amide nitrogen of Ser65 is hydrogen bonded to the second
carboxylate oxygen of the same y..Glu residue. Arg13 is situated close to the
terminal carboxylate group of the y-Glu of glutathione and its guanidinlum moiety
is hydrogen bonded to the oxygen atom of y ..Glu in the porcine and human class Pi
isozyme (Din' et al., 1994a). Arg13 is also salt bridged with Glu97. In the case of
murine class Pi isozyme, the orientation of the guanidiniurn moiety with the oxygen
atom of carboxylate group did not form hydrogen bonding, although the distance
between the two atoms fall into the allocated range needed for hydrogen bonding,
3.5A (Garcia-Saez et al., 1994), Instead Arg13 is hydrogen ..bonded and linked by
salt bridge with Glu97. Stenberg et al (Stenberg et al., 1991) have shown that the
replacement of the conserved Arg13 residue of human class Alpha isoenzyme with
Alanine resulted in a dramatically reduced enzyme catalytic activity and altered
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steady-state kinetic parameters. This can be interpreted as a zeduced binding
affinity toward glutathione. Widersten et al (Widersten et al., 1992) have shown the
contribution of the forces between Arg13 \ ..<J. Glu97 residues towards the
conformational stability in terms cfthermostabillty, They replaced Atg13 with an
Alanine residue ttl the human class Pi enzyme. this supports the concept of Arg13's
participation in the binding of glutathione and it~analogues at the active site, as well
as the contribution of the salt bridge between Arg13 and Gtu9?' in stabilizing the
protein conformation at the y-Glu site ofGSH. The N" of GInS 1 of human class Pi
enzyme is hydrogen bonded to the C..terminal carboxylate oxygen atom of the Cys
residue of glutathione as well as to the carbonyl oxygen ofy ..Glu, Leu52 iriteracta
with its main chain by hydrogen bonding in an anti-parallel ~ -sheet manner with the
atoms of the Cys residue of glutathione. .This thus represents an important factor
in the recognition and proper orientation of glutathione (Chen et al., 1988).
However, there is a variation occurring in the class Mu isoenzyme when compared
with Alpha and Pi classes. Class Mu isoenzymes have the distinctive character of
special backbone conformation at the Cys-Gly peptide bond. The carbonyl oxygen
of'Cys is hydrogen bonded to the indole nitrogen ofTrp7. This is in contrast with
the Cys..Gly peptide backbone (in the case of Alpha and Pi classes), which have
conserved Phe residue in the equivalent position IQirr et al., 1994b).
The hydroxyl group ofTyr forms a bifurcated hydrogen bond to sulphonate oxygens
0.1 and 02 in the sulphonate complex. In the S .. (p...nitrobenzyl) glutathione and S..
hexylglutathione complexes, the hydroxyl oxygen of Tyr is at the correct hydrogen
bonding range, except that it is hydrogen bonded tn the sulphur atom (Garcia ..Saez
et at, 1994). A similar situation was observed in class Mu OST with glutathione
(Ji et al., 1992). GInS1 is also hydrogen bonded to the C..terminal carboxylate
-8.. Structure Qf .glutatbione
y-Glu
b.
~one - CH ....CH1 - CHl - C ~ N - CH - C - NH - CHz - coo -
i I H! I
NHl 0 CHl. 0
I
s
Glutathione hGSTPl-1 pGSTPl-1 mGSTPl-l hGSTAl-l rGSTMl-1 Arabidopsis Schistosoma Squid Lueilla :_/
moieties thaiiana japoniemn (Sigm!l class) cuprina
y-Glu NH3+ Gln64 G1n62 GIn6~. GIn66 GIn7l GIn66 Gln66 GIn62 GIn64
Asp98* Asp96* Asp~i~ Asp 100* AspI05* AsplOO* Asp96*
COO- AtgI3 AlgI3 Set65 Thr6i Bet72 01006 Gln66 Gln62 Ser65,;
SemS Ser63 Ser6? Sew1 Ser63 Arg66
C=O GL'l5l GIn4-9 GInS 1
Cys NH Leu52 Leo50 Leu52 Va15S Leo59 V~54 LenS4 Met50 Ile52
C=O LeuS2 1&050 Leu52 Va155 Trp7 VaiS4 Trp7 Met50 neS2
s. Tyr1 Tyr7 Tyr1 T)T8 Tyr6 SerH Tyro Tyr7 Ser9
Arg14
Gly NH AsnS8 AsnS3
COO- 'frp38 Trp38 Trp38 Arg44 Arg42 His40 Lys44 Trp38 His38
LrM Lys42 L%44 Arg130* Trp45 Lys41 Lys42 .aisSO
Gms! Gln49 G1n51 Lys49 Gln53 Asn48
Table.3 (a) 'The structure of glutathione; (b) Amino acids involved in the specific polar interactions sequestering
glutathione at the Gosite ofcytosolic glutathione Stransferases from di4ferentspecies. Asterisks indicate the interaction
contributed frp-m residues of neighbouring subunit (adopted and modified from Reinemer et al., 1996).
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oxygen atoms of the Gly residue of glutathione. The other carboxylate oxygen atom
ofGly is hydrogen bonded to both the N" of the indole ring ofTrp38 and the amino
nitrogen from the side chain ofLyst14 (Garcia-Saez-et al., 1994).
1.9.4.2 Bind~ngsite for hydrophobic substrates
The binding site for xenobiotic substrates of GST Was initially identified when the
human class Pi enzyme was complexed with S..hexylglutathione (Reinemer et al.,
1992) and human.class Alpha OST (hGST AI~l) complexed with S..benzyl aSH
(Sinning et at, 1993), The benzyl or long hydrophobic hexyl group displayed the
amino acids related to the H-site (Reinemer et at, 1992; Sinning et at, 1993). The
H..site is made up of structural elements from both domains within the same subunit
and includes the loop connecting PI to ((A (Phe8, Pro9 and VallO); the beginning
of tXB(Val35 for human class Pi enzyme and Ile35 for murine class Pi isoenzyme);
Cvterminue of «D (Tyrl08); and the c.·tenninus of the polypeptide chain (Gly205)
(Dm- et al., 1994b; Garcia-Saez et at, 1994). The murine class Pi GST in complex
with S..hexylglutathione and S..(p-benzyl) glutathione further verifies the location of
the H ..site in the human isoenzyme (Garcia-Saez et at, 1994). Comparison of
aligned class Pi GST sequences have shown that Phe8, Pro9, VallO, TyrlQ8 and
Gly205 are conserved, whereas amino acid at position 35 displayed the variation of
hydrophobic amino acid isoleucine, valine and methionine (see details of multiple
sequence alignment in Fig.5).
Comparisons of the Hssite between the structures of class Pi enzyme complexes
with S-hexylglutathione and class Alpha enzyme complexes with S..
benzylglutathione show that the hexyl and benzyl groups of the analogues bind in
approximately similar regions (Sinning et al., 1993).
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As a consequence of sequence variation between different gene classes, there is a
variation in the topologies of the H-site (Reinemer et ai.; 1992; Ji et aI., 1992;
Sinning et al., 1993; Garcia-Saez et al., 1994). This subsequently results in specific
steric limitations within its gene class and further encourages the stereo-selectivity
toward hydrophobic substrates at the H-site (Mannervik and Danielson, 1988). The
GST supergene family generally exhibits higher affinities toward the more
hydrophobic electrophiles because the recognition of the subs-rate at the H-site was
mediated primarily by hydrophobic interactions. When a series of 8-n-
alkylglutathione derivatives were screened as inhibitors for the GST, it was
observed that the inhibitory effect increased proportionally wit." the increase in the
length of the hydrocarbon chain of the alkyl group (Askelof et al., 1975). Danielson
et al (Danielson et al., 1987) pointed out that cytosolic GST exhibit increased
binding affinity in response to increased hydrophobicity of 4 ..hydroxyalkenal
substrates.
The Csterminus region of the class Pi and Mu polypeptide chain exhibit above-
average temperature factors which demonstrate elevated conformational flexibility
and is controlled by a hydrogen bond between the amide nitrogen ofGly203 (Pi) or
the amide nitrogen and side chain ofSer209 (Mu) and the hydroxyl group of Tyrl 08
(Pi)/Tyrl1S(Mu) of the Cstermlnus end of aD (Dirr et al., 1994b). A highly
flexible c.-terminus wi11lower the barrier or product release and enhance the rate of
product formation, since the rate limiting step in a nucleophilic aromatic substitution
reaction is the product dissociation (Dirr et al., 1994b). The higher flexibility of the
H-site will promote the accommodation of a broader range vf structu ,Hy different
hydrophobic electrophiles.
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1.10 Site-directed mutagensis of class Pi GSTs
Class Pi GSTs are frequently used hl site-directed mutagens is to study the
contribution of amino acid residues towards catalytic activity, substrate binding and
conformational stability (Tarnai et al., 1991; Kong et al., 1991; Kolm et al., 1992;
Nishihira et al., 1992; Manoharan et al., 1992a,b; Widersten et al., 1992; Kong
et al., 1992c; Kong et al., 1993; Baker et al., 1994; ZiJrll~iaket at, 1994; Ricci
.. I( , \,
et al., 1995),"'.Results of mutations done on class Pi GSTs are summarised in
Table.4.
1.11 Tryptophan residues
There are two tryptophan residues present in domain 1.of the subunit of the homo ..
dimeric class Pi isoenzyme and both tryptophan residues are evolutionary conserved
amongst human, porcine, bovine, rat and murine class Pi isoenzymes (see aligned
sequences inFig.S). Ttp28 is located at the N..terminus of the ~2 sheet and is non ..
specifically conserved within different classes ofGSTs isoenzymes. The side ..chain
neighbours, which are within sA of Trp28 of human class Pi GS! are: Leu17,
Leu21, Arg18, Ala22, Met19, Phe8, vas, Ser27, 01u197, .Phe192 and Glu30
(Reinemer et al., 1992). It is thought that Trp28 residue may be involved in the
binding.of the non-substrate ligand (which may regulate enzyme activity of class
Pi isoenzyme).
Tryptophan 38 is located at the N..terminus of helix ~B at the active site of the
human class Pi GST and is involved in !b.e recognition of the Gly residue of
glutathione. The side chain neighbours ofTrp3S withinS A are ValS, Va16, Thr4,
PrQS3, PheSS, Glu31, Lys29 and Lys54 (Reinemer et at, 1992).
Residue mutated
Tyr7
Argl !
Arg13
Cys14
Arg18
Environment, possible function and effects of mutations
active site; catalytic; deprotonates glutathione and stabilizes the
thiolate anion; replacement nearly abolishes all enzyme activity, but
does not imy'!ir glutathione binding abidty.
References
Manoharan et al., 1992a; Kolm et at. 1992;
Kong et al., I 992a.
Manoharan et al., 19920.
Manoharan etal., 1992a,b; Widersten et al.,
1992; Kong et al., 1992c.
Kong et al, 19r ~ "amei et al., 1991.
Manoharan et al., 1992b.
Nishihira et al., 1992a; Baker et at, 1994.
part of helix eB; active site; involved. inthe interaction with the
carboxylate group of GIy moiety of GSH; mutation resulted
considerable loss of enzyme activity and GSH or GSH-analogues
binding affinity.L- ---- L-__~----~-----------~ -- ~ ------ ~_J
e play the structural role; interactions with domain 2 stabilizes the
f .;y:::tive-siteloop; replacement diminishes catalytic function
I~~tding and recognition of carboxyl group of y-Glu moiety of GSH;
~csninlshed catalytic function and marked loss orOSH binding~.. ... , ~
~czpacity;
l
N-terminus of helix etA of domain 1; involved inthe activatic
deprotonation of hydroxyl group ofTyr7; mutations resulted 1-
loss of catalytic activity.
inhelix aA of domain 1; side-chain is buried and salt-linked to the
conserved Glu30; mutations resulted decreased protein stability and
S~conjugating activity ;
active site; catalytic; mutation resulted marked reduction of GSH
binding affinity and catalytic activity.
Widersten et al., 1992; Kong et at, 1992c.
Table.4 A summary of site-directed mutagenesis on class Pi glutathione S-transferases.
Cys47
Leu48
GInS}
AspS7
Gly58
G1n64
De68
Arg70
structural role; 31O-helix after helix eB; mutation resulrzd partial loss
of enzvme activ'ty; mutation induces a positive cooperativity inGST
PI-I.
part of linker between 31O-helix and helix «C; mutation resulted
considerable loss of enzyme activity.
part of linker between 3IO-helix and helix etC; mutation resulted
substantially reduction ofOSH binding ability and enzyme activity.
in 133; involved in correct packing of helix a,C into {J3and 134 region;
phy a functional role which maintain the proper stable conformation
oiGST PI-I;. mutation did not lower enzyme activity but reduced the
thermo stability of the enzyme.
end of l}3; mutation caused partial loss of enzyme activity.
active site; involved inbinding ofGSH; mutation caused dramatic
reduction ofGSH binding and enzyme activity.
inhelix etC; the side-chainformed part of the compact hydrophobic
core structure; involved in the packing of r.x.Aonto 133and 134;
mutation resulted the unmeasurable enzyme activity.
in heW. ~C; involved inpolar interactfon within its own st{;unit and
with the other subunit at domain interface; mutation resulted instable
protein.
JIDhelix a;C; side-chain ofHis71 formed the compact hydrophobicHis71 core structure; mutation resulted partial loss of enzyme activity for"-- -__ H71R __ and little reductiol\ of enzymeactivity fur H71N mutant
Kong et al., 1991; Tarnai et aI., 1991;
Nishihira et al., 1992; Ricci et al., 1995.
Manoharan et at, 1992b.
Widersten et at, 1992; Kong et al., 1992c.
Manoharan et al., 1992; Kong. et al., 1993.
Manoharan et al, 1992b.
Manoharan et aI., 1992a,b; Widersten et at,
1992; Kong etal., 1992c ..
Manoharan et al, 1992b.
Manoharan et at, 1992b.
Kong et aI., 1991; Manoharan et al., 1992b.
1-
Leu72
Arg74
Asp98
CyslOl
Vall 04
Lys120
Asp152
His162
Cys169
Arg182
in helix etC; formed part ofhydtophobic core structure; mutation
resulted partial enzyme activity.
inhelix esC; salt-linked to Asp90; mutation resulted instable protein.
inhelix eD at active site; involved inbinding and recognition of
GSH; incontact with neighbouring subunit; mutation did not alter
the thermostability of the enzyme.
in helix: «D; mutation did not alter the kinetic parameters.
inhelix etD; helps to determine the geometry ofR-site and may
influence the enzyme activity by interacting with residues directly
involved in substrate binding.
in helix eE; mutation resulted improved catalytic activity.
inhelix «F; mutation did not alter catalytic activity but introduced
lower thermo stability; contributed to the conformational stability of
GSTPI-l.
in helix o:F; mutation did not alter the catalytic activity.
in3 to-helix prior to helix cc.G; mutation did not alter the catalytic
activity,
in helix _«0; mutation resulted in partially impaired enzyme activity.
Manoharan et at, 1992b.
Manoharan er at, 1992b.
Manoharan et al., 1992a; Widersten et al.,
1992; Kong et al., 1993.
Kong et al., 1991; Nishihira et at, 1992;
Ricci et al., 1995.
Zimniak et al., 1994.
Manoharan et al., 1992b.
Kong et at, 1993.
Kong €-t al., 1993.
Kong et al., 1991.
Manoharan et at, 1992b.
I
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1.12 Conformational stability of class Pi GSTs
The conformational stability of'class Pi GSTs has been examined under equilibrium
conditions by monitoring a variety of structural and functional parameters (Dirr et
al., 1991; Erhardt and Dirr., 1995) A highly co-operative two-state
folding/unfolding mechanism of unfolding for the class Pi GSTs was suggested with
only folded dimer and unfolded monomer present in equilibrium, with the folded
monomer being suggested to be thermodynamically unstable. The conformation of
class Pi GSTs is stable when compared. with the conformational stability ofother
dimeric proteins (Neet and Timm., 1994).
1.13 Objective
The objective of th s project is to study the contribution of the evolutionary
conserved tryptophane residue at position 28 to the catalytic function and structural
stabilization of'class Pi GSTs. In this study, the E. C!l.ll JMI09 containing plasmids
encoding wild-type or the W28F mutant enzyme of hGSTPl-l will be grown and
the production of the enzyme will be over-expressed by the addition ofIPTG. S...
hexylglutathione affinity chromatography will be used to purify the enzyme, while
homogeneity of the protein will be confirmed by 8DS"PAGE, IEF, size-exclusion
HPLC and western blotting. Steady-state enzyme kinetics, steady-state fluorescence
spectroscopy, urea ..induced unfolding experiments and urea-gradient gel
electrophoresis will be used to investigate the importance of the evolutionary
conserved Trp28 inmaintaining a functional and stable class Pi GSTs structure. In
addition, homology modelling of the W28F mutant enzyme will be used to aid this
study.
so
Chapter 2
Material and Methods
2.1 Materials
pUC 120n expression plasmids encoding the wild-type and W28F mutant hGSTP 1..1
were provided by Manoharan et al (Manoharan et at, 1992b). CDNB, reduced
GSH, acrylamide, urea and isopropyl-B ..D..thiogalactopyranoside Were used from
the highest grade of materials.
2.2 Over-expresslon and pm'ification of recombinant protein
2.2~1 Culture growth and over-expression
The primary cultures of E..u.Ui 1Ml 09~harbouring the pUC 120n plasmid encoding
the wild-type human GSTP1~1 (Manoharan et at, 1992h), or the corresponding
W28F mutants, were initiated by innoculating stock stab culture into LB broth (l %
(wlv) tryptone, 0.5 % (w/v) yeast extract and 0.5 % (wlv) NaCl, pH 7.0),
supplemented with 100 lug ampicillin I ml of LB broth. Primary cultures were
grown to saturation ,~'1a rotary shaker at approximately 120 r.p.m, and 37°C. All
overnight culture was diluted to 1 % (v/v) with freshly prepared sterile LB broth,
supplemented with 100 fhg ampicillin lml ofLS broth. The secondary culture was
grown to 0.D6OO :::;0.35 willi continuous shaking at 120 r.p.m, and 37°C before the
initiation of over-expression. Over-expression of the recombinant enzyme was
initiated by the addition of 1 mM (final concentration) isopropyl-B ..D..
thiogalatopyranoside (IPTG), whereafter the culture was returned to the shaker and
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grown overnight under the same conditions as mentioned above.
Bacteria were harvested by centrifugation for 20 min at 7 OOOg and 4°C, then
resuspenedin PBS, pH 7.4, containing 8 % NaC! (w/v), 0.2 % KCl (w/v), 1.44 %
Na:zHPU4 (w/v), 0.2 % KHZP04 (w/v). The breakdown of bacterial cell walls was
assisted by the addition of chicken egg lysozyme at 1mg/ml bacterial SU$P: ision
for 1hour at room temperature. Cells were then disrupted by continuous .:."';Llcation
for 15 sec and cooled by using a dry ice and ethanol bath. Bacterial lysate was
centrifuged for 20 minute at 10 OOOgand 4°C. Supernatant was collected and
subjected to S-hexylglutathione affinity chromatography purification procedure.
(see 2.2.2 for details).
2.2.2 S..he:xylglutathion~ affinity chromatography
Purification of the wild-type hGSTPl-l and W28F mutant enzymes was carried out
according to the method described by Mannervik and Guthenberg (Mannervik and
Guthenberg., 19~1). S..hexylglutathione affinity column was regenerated with 100
ml of8 M urea and then re..equilibrated with 0.1 M acetate buffer, pH 4, containing
0.5 M NaCl ,0.1 M TrislHCl. The column was finally re-equilibrated with 20 roM
Tris/HCl buffer, pH 7.8, containing 0.2 M NaCl and 0.02 % (w/v) sodium azide.
The supernatant fraction was applied onto the affinity column at a constant flow rate
of25 ml/hr, The affinity column was washed with the same 20 roM TrislHel buffer,
pH 7.8, until the absorbance of effluent at 280 11mwas below 0.1 which indicated
that rl~eaffinity column was free of unbound cytosolic proteins. A dsorbed enzymes
were eluted from the column with 1 roM S-hexylglutathione in the 20 roM Tris ...HCl
buffer, pH 7.8, at a constant flow rate, while fractions containing high enzyme
activity and protein concentration were pooled together.
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The pooled fraction was concentrated by ultrafiltration using PM ...]',O membrane (
Amicon), The enzyme was then subjected (0 buffer exchange )y passing the
enzyme through the sephadex 0 ...25 column equilibrated with '40 ruM sodium
phosphate buffer, pH 6.5, containing 1mM BOTA, 0.1 M NaCl Old 0.2 % (w/v)
sodium azide, The pooled fractions with high protein concentrar on and enzyme
activity were pooled together and concentrated between 0..5 ami .~.8mg/ml,
1/
2.3 Protein concentration determination
Protein concentration was de' -rminedby calculation of the extinc non coefficient of
human wild-type and W28F mutant enzyme from th~known ami ~o acid sequences
from Manoharan et al (Manoharan et at, ~;:J92b)~~c~ordingto tie method devised
by Perkins (P~rkins., 1986),
e ;::::5550 2: Trp residues + 1340 L Tyrresidues ~ lst'it Cys
residues
Where e is the extinction coefficient, 5550 i~the mol.r absorp Ion coefficient of
Trp residue, 1340 is the molar adsorption co-fficient of'fyr resid ~e,and 150 is the
molar adsorption coefficient of Cys residue, The calculated extisction coefficient
of dimeric wild-type and W28F mutant human GSTP 1...1 were 49 600 M"t.cm" and
27 400 M·l.cm~l,respectively.
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2.4 Homogeneity determinations
2.4.1 SDS..PAGE
SDS ..pelyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of the cell lysate and purified enzyme was
performed according to the In -thod of Laemmli (Laetnmli.,1970). The
disrontinuous gel system was made up with 4 %(w/v) acrylamide stacking gel with
0.0625 M Tris/Hel buffer, pH 6.8, containing 0.1 % (w/v) SDS, 15 % (w/v)
acrylamide separating gel with 0.375 M 1rislfICl buffer, lJH 8.8, containing 0.1 %
(w/v) SDS. The purified molecular m;1ssmarker proteins used were bovine serum
albumin (bSA) (66 lDa), ovalbumin (45 kDa), glyceraldehyde-f-phosphate
dehydrogenase (36 kDa), carbonic anhydrase (29 kDa), trypsinogen (24 kDa»
tryrisin inhibitor (20.1 kOa) and a-lactalbumin (14.2 kDa). Protein samples were
prepared at 1:1 dilution with sample buffet (62.5 triM TrislHCI buffer, pH 6.8,
containing 2 % 8DS (w/v» 5% (w/v) ~~rnercaptoe~hanol, 10% (v/v) glycerol and
0.02 % (w/v) bromophenol blue. Samples were mixed and boiled for 3 minutes
before application. Samples were applied to the wells of SDS ..PAGE gel and
electrophoresed at 120 V for 2-3 hours. 0.025 M TrislHCl; 0.192 M glycine buffer,
pH 8.3, containing 1 % (w/v) 8DS was used as the electrolyte buffer. Gels were
stained in Cf'I" .assie blue staining solution (2 % (w/v) Coomassie Brilliant blue
R250, 13.5 % (v/v) glacial acetic acid and 18.75 % (v/v) ethanol) and de stained
with 40 % (v/v) ethanol and 10 % (v/v) glacial acetic acid until the background was
clear.
2.4.2 Isoelectric focusing
Isoelectric focusing was performed using the BioRad Model 111 Mmi"IEF gel kit.
Monomer-ampholyte solution was prepared as follows: 2 m1 monomer concentrate
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(24.25 % (w/v) acrylamide and 0.75 % (w/v) bisacrylamide) mixed with 0.5 ml
ampholyte solution with a pH range of3.8 to 9.2 (Biokad) and 2 ml of25 % (v/v)
glycerol. The mixture was made up to 10 ml with deionized water and degassed for
5 minutes. The catalyst solution was prepared by mixing 15 /-ll 10 % (w/v)
ammonium persulphate with 50 /-ll 0.1 % (w/v) riboflavin and 3 ,ul TEMED. The
monomer ..ampholyte mixture was mixed with the catalyst solution and pipetted
between the casting tray and a photosensitive plastic sheet then allowed the
acrylamide gel mixture to polymerise for 45,minutes by exposing it to light. Once
the plastic sheet with the gel was removed from the casting tray, the gel was
irradiated for an additional 15 minutes. After which a template with wells for
sample application was placed onto the gel. 2 /-ll of isoelectric point calibration
proteins (Sigma) and purified hGSTPl-l enzyme (buffer exchanged with 20 roM
sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.5, containing 1 roM EDTA and 0.2 % (w/v) sodium
azide) were applied onto the wells. Proteins were allowed time to diffuse into the
gel with the template being removed just prior to the gel being placed onto the
graphite electrodes of the electrophoresis cell. The gel was initially focused at 100
V for 15 minutes and subsequently focused at 2,00V for 15 minutes, and finally at
450 V for 1 hour. The focused protein samples were fixed by immersing the gel. in
the fixing solution (4 % (v/v) sulphosalioyclic acid, 12.5 % (v/v) trichloroacetic acid '
and 30 % (vi\') methanol ) for 30 minutes. The IEF gel was stained with 27 % (v/v)
isopropanol, 10 % (v/v) acetic acid and 0.04 % (w/v) Coomassie Brilliant Blue R ..
250 for 1 hour, and destained first in 12 % (v/v) isopropanol) 7 % (v/vracetic acid
and 0.5 % (w/v) CuS04 and then in 25 % (v/v) isopropanol and 'I% (v/v) acetic acid
to remove the last trace of stain and copper sulphate in the first de staining solution.
It is important not to over-destain the gel as the thin :film of IEF gel can detach from
the plastic sheer, The pl calibration proteins were purchased from Sigma and made
up with the following proteins: amyloglueosidease (PI 3.6), trypsin inhibitor of soy
bean (PI 4.6), ~..lactoglobin A from bovine milk (PI 5.1), carbonic anhydrase II from
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bovine erythrocytes (PI 5.9), carbonic anhydrase I from human erythrocytes (pl 6.6),
myoglobin from horse heart (PI 7.2) and trypsinogen from bovine pancreas (PI 9.3).
2.4.3 Size-exclusion HPLC
Size-exclusion HPLC is a useful method, and it can provide information about the
homogeneity and hydrodynamic volume of biological macromolecules. Size
exclusion HPLC was carried out using a Biosep-SECnS3000 column with
dimensions of300 mm x 7.8 mm (Phenomenex), 20 roM sodium phosphate buffer,
pH 7.5, containing 0.1 M NaCl, 0.02 % (w/v) sodium azide, which was degassed
and filtered through a 0.45 ;.,tID nylon membrane. The 2QmM sodium phosphate
buffer was used as a solvent in the experiments. Blue dextran and tryptophan were
used to establish the void and internal volumes of the HPLC column. Purified wild ...
type and W28F protein samples were loaded onto the column separately. Porcine
class Pi isoenzyme was used as a reference protein. The molecular mass of both
wild-type and \V28F mutant enzymes was calibrated by the following proteins: bSA
(66 kDa), ovalbumin (48 kDa), carbonic anhydrase (29 kDa)~ tt~chymotrypsinogen
(25 kDa) and myoglobin (17 kDa). The elution of protein samples was carried out
at a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min. Elution profiles were detected at 280 nm by the UV ..
absorbance detector,
2.4.4 Western blot
Protein samples (2.3 and 4.6 I-lgofhomogeneous pGSTPl,.l, 7 fJ,g of'homogeneeus
wild-type hGSTPl ..l and 15 ug bSA which was used as control sample) were
separated according to molecular mass using the discontinuous SDS ..PAGE gel
system with 15 % (w/v) acrylamide in separation gel and electrophoresed (see
details in section 2.4.1). One duplicate of the gel "",as stained with Coomassie
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Brilliant Blue R250~ while the other duplicate was used for the electro-transfer of
protein from the acrylamide gel to the nitrocellulose membrane. The nitrocellulose
membrane and Whatman 3MM paper were trimmed to the size of the gel and pre ..
soaked in a transfer buffer (25 tnM TrislHCl and 192 roM glycine buffer, pH 8.3,
containing 20 % (w/v) methanol). The blotting sandwich was assembled according
to the figure shown in Fig.9a, and was tightly secured with elastic bands, then
placed in the transferring apparatus (Trans-Blot Cell, BioRad) in the correct
orientation (see Fig.9b). The membrane was closed to the anode and the gel was
facing the cathode to ensure that the protein would migrate into the nitrocellulose
membrane ). A constant current of 200 rnA was applied. overnight at 4°C. The
nitrocellulose membrane was removed from the transferring apparatus.
The non-specific binding sites on the membrane were blocked by incubating the
membrane with 1% (w/v! fat free powdered milk, 20 mM TrislHCl buffer, pH 7.5,
containing 0,5 M NaCl for 30 minutes with continuous shaking, at room
temperature, The membrane was washed twice with the 20 mM Tris/HCl buffer,
pH 7.5, containing 0.5 M NaCl and 0.05 % (v/v) Tween ..20, for 10 minutes. This
was followed by incubating the membrane with SOO-folddiluted rabbit polyclonal
anti-hGSTP1 ..1 antiserum (Gulick et al., 1992) in 1% (w/v) tat free powdered milk
in the 20 mM Tris/HCI buffer, pH 7.5, containing 0.5 M NaCl, for 60 minutes with
continuous shaking, TIle nitrocellulose membrane was washed twice with 20 roM
TrislHCl butler, pH 75, containing 0.5 tv!NaCl and 0.05 % (v/v) Tween ...20 prior
to incubation with the secondary antibody (SOOO-foiddiluted goat anti-rabbit IgG
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Fig.9 Western blotting apparatus. (a) Assembly of the blotting "sandwich"; (b)
Orientation of the "sandwich" inthe blotting tank (adopted from Soutar and Wade.,
1990).
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conjugated with alkaline phosphatase in the 20 roM TrislHCI buffer, pH 1.5,
containing 0.5 M NaCt, with 1% (w/v) fat..free milk powder), for 60 minutes with
continuous shaking. The nitrocellulose membrane was washed with 0.05 % Tween ..
20 in the 20 roMTris/HCI buffer, pll 7.5, containing 0.5:1\1Nael. The colour of the
blot was developed by immersing the membrane in the colour developing solution
(3 mg 5-bromo..4..chloro-J ..indoyl phosphate and 6 mg Nitro blue tetrazolium in 10
ml of 10 roM Tris/HCI buffer, pH 9.5 containing 100 mM Nael and 5 mMMgCl:z)
until the colour changed to a visible purple one. The reaction was stopped by
immersing the membrane indeionized water for 10minutes and the deionized water
was changed once or twice, depending on the degree of colour development, until
the residual-colour of the developing solution was removed. The membrane was
air-dried before being photographed.
2.5 Steady-state kinetic studies
2~5.1 Routine enzyme assay
GST catalytic activity was monitored by the spectrophotometric assay developed
by Habig and Jakoby (Habig and JakobY'91981). The standard enzyme assay was
measured at 340 run with final concentration of 1 roM l-chloro ..2,4~dinitrobenzene
(CDNB) and 1 mM reduced glutathione (GSH) in 0.1 M potassium phosphate
buffer, pH 6.5, containing 1 roM BDTA, 0.2 % (w/v) sodium azide. Specific
enzyme activity was determined over a range of different concentrations of enzyme
under the standard assay condition. Non-enzymatic rate was substrated from assay
containing enzymes.
Ii.
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The Michaelis ..Mentonconstant (KJ of wild-type and W28F mutant hGSTPlwl
toward reduced GSH, was determined by assaying the enzyme with rede sed
glutathione (0 and 6 mM)~and maintaining the CD1'i1:flconcentration at 2 roM, which
is the upper limit ofC:IDNB solubility in aqueous solutions. The.K, of'the enzyme
toward CDNB was. determined by assaying the em(vme with reduced glutathio~~
fixed.at 6 tnM and CDNB up to 2 mM.
oj
(/
At a sufficientl~\ low concentration of substrate, the catalytic activity .of GSltwith
substrate becomes a first-order reaction and the Michaelis ..Menten equation can be
reduced to a first..order equation. This implies tharcbe initial velocity of the enzyme
catalysed reaction is proportional to the substrate ~oncentration IMannervik and
Danielson., 1988),
Michaelis ..Menten equatiiju:
Vo ;:::V max[8] I (Km+ [S]) (Eq.l)
If [8] is negligible when compared with Km, then
(Eq.2)
since
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(Eq.3)
then equation 3 becomes
(Eq.4)
Where Yo is the initial velocity, [E]t represents the total active site (subunit)
concentration, kcat is the apparent turnover number, K; is the Michaelis-Memen
constant, and [S] represents the substrate concentration. .Provided the protein
concentration is known, one can then calculate the kent /K; value from the slope of
a Vo vs [S] plot. The catalytic efficiency value was confirmed by repeating.the
experiment with different amounts of enzyme.
2.5.4 Inhibition by glutathione analogues
aSH analogues (Sdiexylglutathione and glutathione sulphonate) were used to
determine the effect of replacement of Trp28 by Phe on the enzytue activity of
human GSTP1-1. Experiments were performed according to the method ofKoh1i~.
et al (Kolm et al., 1992). 2.88 fJ,g of enzyme was diluted in 0.1 M potassium
phosphate buffer, pH 6.5, containing 1 mM BDTA, 0.2 % (w/v) sodium. azide.
Glutathione sulp'ionate or S..hexylglutathione was added to the enzyme solution to
form a final concentration of 0 to 160 tiM. The activity of the enzyme in the
presence of glutathione analogues was measured by the addition of I mM reduced
glutathione and 11nM: CDNB. The activity was monitored spectrophotometrically
at 340 run and the concentration of glutathione analogues, which gave 50 %
inhibition (Iso), was determined by plotting % residual activity vs log glutathione
analogue concentration.
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2.6 Thermal-inactivation studies
Thermal ...inactivation studies of GST enzymes were performed according to the
method ofKong et al (Kong et al., 1993b). Briefly, 1 ;.,eMof Wild-type and W28F
mutant enzyme were prepared with 20. roM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.5,
containing 100 mM NaCl, 1 roM EDTA and 0.2 % (w/v) sodium azide, with the
addition. of 2 roM DTT (final concentration to prevent oxidative inactivation).
Eazyme samples were then incubated for 10 minutes at a temperature between 30
to 60 0 and then assayed with 1 mM reduced GSH and. 1 ruM CDNB at room
temperature for residual activity (see section 2.5.1 for details of the routine assay).
Thermal inactivation experiments. were also performed by incubating the enzyme
samples for different time periods at..55DC. Residual activity was also assayed at
1 roM reduced GSH and 1mM CDNB at room temperature, as above.
2.7 Steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy
Fluorescence spectroscopy is a useful technique for studying proteins and their
interactions with other molecules, as it is very sensitive and can be done quickly.
The period for the emission to occur is short, since the fluorescence emission occurs
within an average of 10-8sec after light absorption (Lakowicz., 1983). The classical
energy level diagram proposed by A. Jablonski briefly explains the physics behind
the phenomenon of fluorescence emission (Lakowicz., 1983) (see Fig. 10).
According to this "explanation," fluorophores can exist at three different electronic
energy levels. These levels are So, 81 and 82, respectively. In addition tothis, three
vibrational energy levels occur within each electronic energy level and they are
designated 0, 1 and 2. The fluorophore at the ground state (So) can absorb
incoming light and then became excited to a higher vibrational energy state (which
can either be at 'SI or 82), In most cases, the fluorophore relaxes to the lowest
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Fig.lO Photophysical events of the emission of fluoresence of fluorophores
(Lackowicz., 1983).
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vibrational energy level of'S, rapidly at an averaged rate of 10-12 sec-t. This process
is called the "internal conversion", and is usually completed prior to emission.
Emission occurs at a fast rate (108 sec -1 ) when the lowest excited vibrational state
of Sl rapidly ·reaches thermal equilibrium (duration is about 10 .12 sec). High
emissive rates imply that the fluorescence lifetime (the average period of time in
which a fluorophore remains in the excited state) is very short (10 nsec). Upon
emission of fluorescence, the excited fluorophore returns to the ground state (So),
Excited fluorophores possess higher energy then the emitted fluores eence and, thus,
the fluorescence at the longer wavelength can be detected by recording the emission
of the fluorophore at wavelengths longer than the excitation wavelength.
Substances that display significant fluorescence generally possess delocalized
electrons present in conjugated double bonds" Trp, Tyr and Phe are the amino acids
which contribute to the ultraviolet fluorescence properties of proteins in general.
Proteins are usually excited at wavelengths equal to or higher than 280 nm, This
excludes Phe's contribution to the overall emission because Phe is excited at
approximate 255 nm and with the low quantum yield ofPhe, the contribution of Phe
residue to emission spectra of protein becomes minimal. When a protein is excited
at 280 run, Trp and Tyr residues are excited, whereas when excitation 0"''''' ~rSiat ;a
295 nm, Trp is primarily excited. Tyr fluorescence is generally weak and insensitive
to solvent. The contribution of protein fluorescence by Tyr residues can be
overcome by excitation of the protein at 295 nm, Trp is the dominate fluorophore
and the maximum emission of Trp and indole derivatives are sensitive to solvent
polarity and specific interactions between the indole ring and solvent. The emission
maximum is, therefore, closely related to the averaged location of Trp within the
protein. matrix.
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2.7.1. Steady-state fluorescence emission
Steady-state fluorescence spectroscopies were performed at room temperature using
the Hitachi model 850 fluorescence spectrophotometer. TIle excitation and emission
bandwidths were both set at 5 run. l,uM of enzyme (final concentration) was
prepared u120 mMBDTA, 0.2 % (w/v) sodium azide. Samples were excited at 295
run and emission spectra were recorded from 300 run to 400 tun. All spectra/data
were corrected for buffer blanks.
2.7.2 Quantum yieJds
The quantum yield of a protein can reflect the degree of exposure of'Trp residue and
its immediate environment. TIle quantum yiel~ is the ratio of the number of photons
emitted to the number absorbed (Lakowicz., 983). Quantum yields of the wild-
type and W28F mutant enzymes were calculand by comparing the area under the
corrected fluorescence spectra of the wild-type or W28F mutant enzyme with a ,
solution ofN-acetyl-tryptophananrlde (NATA). NATA is the standard reference of
free tryptophan and it was corrected to the same absorption at excitation wavelength
by using the known quantum yield of NATA. Eoual concentration of enzyme (4 /-lM
ofwild-typehGSTPl-1 or 6.45/-lM W28F mutant enzyme) or NATA were excited
at 295 run and their fluorescence spectra were recorded and buffer baselines were
corrected, see 2.7.1. Quantum yields were then calculated from the following
equation (Parker and Rees., 1960):
(Eq.S)
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where 4>fu = quantum yield of wild-type or W28F hGSTPl ...J.
<PlQ = quantum yield of NATA which is 0.13 (Lehrer., 1971).
lru !.~= area under the corrected fluorescence spectrum of unknown compound or
protein (wild-type or \V28F hGSTPl-l).
ItQ = area under the corrected fluorescence spectrum of reference compound
(NATA)
Aq = Absorbence of reference compound (NATA) at 295 om.
Au:::::Absorbence of protein (wild-type or W28F mutant GST PI-I) at 295 nm,
2.7.3 Acrylamide quenching
An excellent way to experimentally determine the degree of expo sure of tryptophan
residues in solution is by fluorescence quenching (Lehrer., 1971). The theory
behind quenching of fluorescence is by using low molecular mass quenchers which
decrease the fluorescence intensity of the indole ring of the tryptophan residue via
physical contact with the excited indole ring. A variety of substances have been
found to act as quenchers of indole fluorescence; these include iodide, molecular
oxygen and acrylamide, The iodide ion is an ionic quencher and is heavily hydrated
and able to quench only surface localized Trp residues. The disadvantages of using
an ionic quencher is that electrostatic effects between the quencher and the
polyelectrolytic protein can influence the quencher's quenching action leading to an
over or underestimation of the exposure of fluorophore. Small oxygen molecules
can unfuse to the protein interior rapidly, but the molecular oxygen is regarded as
relatively hydrophobic and will accumulate in the apolar region of proteins
facilitating the quenching of buried Trp residues (Eftink and Ghiron., 1976).
Acrylamide is a polar uncharged quenching probe, and is very sensitive to the
exposure of Trp residues in proteins. It has also been shown to quench the
fluorescence of indole derivative predominately by collisional processes (Eftink and
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Ghiron., 1976). Trp fluorescence serves as an index for measuring environmental,
local and overall conformational changes. The following scheme describes the
bimolecular quenching reaction between the excited state of an indole ring (M*) and
acrylamide (Q) (Eftink and Ghiron., 1976).
ka
M* + Q +-+ (M* ..... Q) -+ M +Q + ~
where M* ..... Q :;:! complex formed by diffu.ional encounter between M* and Q
Q == acrylamide.
k,= diffusion limited rate constant for collision between acrylamide and the indole
l111g.
kd::::: dissociation rate constant ofM* .. , Q complexes.
~::: rate constant for dissipation of energy.
6. = dissipated energy as heat
Aliquots of a stock acrylamide solution were added directly to the protein sample
(2 liM) to a quencher (acrylamide) concentration ofO.S M. Proteins were excited
at 295 nm, emission measured at 340 nm and at room temperature. Fluorescence
intensity values were corrected for dilution effects and the quenching data analyzed
according to the classical Stem ..Volmer equation (Lehrer., 1971).
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F/ F == 1+x, [Q] (Eq.6)
where Pols the fluorescence intensity ofTrp in the absence of quencher (Q). F is the
fluorescence intensity ofTrp in the presence of quencher and K; is the collisional
quenching constant.
2.8 Solvent-induced equilibrium unfolding
Solvent-induced equilibrium unfolding is a common method used to estimate the
conforrnational stability of a protein of interest (Ahmad and Bigelow., 1982; Pace.,
1986). Denaturation curves are especially useful for mea 'Suring the difference in
conformational stability among proteins differing slightly in chemical structure. An
example of this is the difference in amino acid sequence by selective single amino
acid site-directed mutagenesis or slight alteration as result of chemical
modifications. It is also possible to use this method to elucidate the overall
mechanism of a protein folding process.
Several biophysical techniques can be used to monitor the protein unfolding process!
ultraviolet difference spectroscopy, circular dichroism, optical rotation,
fluorescence, NMR, etc. One has to choose a technique and optimal experimental
conditions for monitoring unfolding. Optical rotation is less sensitive and requires
a considerable amount of protem, whereas circular dichroism and difference
spectroscopy generally require considerably more, but comparable amounts of;
protein. NMR requires larger amounts of protein but can produce more detailed
results especially when used to monitor multi ...state folding/unfolding mechanisms.
Fluoreseence is one of the most commonly used techniques to monitor the
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equilibrium unfolding process and is based on the differences of intrinsic tryptophan
fluorescence intensities at different denaturation concentrations as a result of the
protein being unfolded to different degrees. The other advantage is that only small
amounts of protein are required to give a measurable signal.
2.8.1 Urea ..induced unfolding equilibrium
The wild-type (1 ~lMor 10 ,uM) and W28F mutant (1 ,uM) enzymes were prepared
in20 ruN! sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.5, containing 1 tUM EDT A, 0.1 M NaCl
and 0.2 % (w/v) sodium azide .. Urea stock solutions were prepared at 10 M and
adjusted to pH 6.5, and then added to protein samples to form a final urea
concentration of8 M. Two hours were allowed for the unfolding of'protein by urea
to reach a state of equilibrium. Tryptophan residues were excited at 295 run and
their emission monitored at 340 om for folded protein, and 355 nm for unfolded
protein (see section 2.7.1 for details of fluorescence spectroscopy method).
All readings were corrected for the buffer baseline. Urea blanks were also
monitored. at the same wavelength as above and were subtracted, 'The enzyme
solutions were assayed for activity after the fluorescence intensity was recorded
(see section 2.5.1 for details of routine enzyme assay).
2.8.2 Graphical analysis of denaturatton curves
Linear extrapolation analysis of denaturation data was performed as described by
Pace (Pace, 1986), Relative fluorescence intensity (F3ssnu/F340nnJ Was plotted as a
function of denaturant concentrat.on, The linear portions of the plots preceding and
following the denaturation transition, which represent the values observed for the
folded (~) and unfolded protein (YJ .were defined by linear regression. The values
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were extrapolated into the non-linear portion orthe transition curve and the fraction
of unfolded protein (fd) at each denaturant concentration was calculated, as
described by Pace (Pace., 1986).
-:)
(Eq.7)
where Jd is the fraction of unfolded protein, Y is the measured value, y" is the
observed value for the folded protein and Yd is the observedvalue for unfolded
protein.
Equilibrium constants «<0) and me corresponding Gibe '5 free energies of unfolding
(.ciGo)were then calculated according to the following equations (8 and 9 , below)
at each denaturant concentration in the transition region:
(Eq.8)
The following equation is for the calculation of the Gibb's free energy (AGD):
(Eq.9)
Where R is the gas constant and T is the temperature.
The lli1ear dependence of AGDon denaturant concentration observed in the transition
was assumed to continue to zero denaturant concentration (Schellman., 1978).
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Extrapolation to zero denaturant concentration was used to calculate the
conformational stability of the protein in the absence of denaturant (8.GH20) by the
following relationship (Pace., 1986):
(Eq.10),
where m is a measure of tl.;; responsiveness of the protein to solvent ..induced
unfolding.
2.9 Urea-gradient gel electrophoresis
This is a. useful technique to study the urea-induced unfolding of a protein
(Creighton., l 986). This technique involves electrophoresis of a protein through
aPQlyac~vlamide gel slab with a continuous linear gradient of urea between 0 to 8
M, perpendicular to the direction of protein migration (Creighton., 1986), The
shape of the protein molecule changes upon encountering different concentrations
of urea in the polyacrylamide gel and this will result in changed mobility when
passing through the pores of the polyacrylamide gel. Protein in its compact, closely-
folded state always migrates faster than the more extended and expanded unfolded
state. Advantages of this technique are: (1) It is easy, simple and gives a
continuous visual picture of different mobilities of protein molecules across the urea
gradient, (2) It reveals the electrophoretic distribution of molecules, thereby
resolving populations which are slowly interconverted. (3) Conformational stability
of native conformation in the absence of urea can be extrapolated, provided the
interconversion between conformations is rapid. On the other hand, if the transition
is relatively slow, one can also estimate an approximate value of rate constant and
identify possible unfolding/refolding kinetic intermediates. (4) This technique is
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also one of the most sensitive methods to detect the homogeneity ofa protein. For
example, it can detect variants with similar mobility in both folded and unfolded
states but which differ slightly in sensitivity to urea ..induced unfolding.
However, there are certain limitations to this technique. The main limitation is that
it is not sensitive enough to detect small changes in conformation. For example,
changes in net charges upon unfolding can be compensated for by the change in
conformation and given a constant electrophoretic mobility (Hollecker and
Creighton., 1982). But limi, ons such as this one are more than compensated by
the advantages.
The gradient gels were casted in specially designed casting apparatus (see
Goldenberg and Creighton., 1984; Creighton., 1986); the glass plates (830 rom x
830 mm) were held apart by three plastic spacers (1.5 mm) (a long spacer on the
right, which when removed formed a trough onwhat would be the top of the gel (for
sample to be layered into); the second smaller spacer on the left, and the third spacer
at the bottom). The plates and spacers were held together and sealed with tape.
The gradient was prepared from two stock solutions: a 15 % acrylamide solution [15
% (w/v) acrylamide, 0.004 % (w/v) riboflavin, 0.05 M 'Iris-acetate pH 8 and 0.12
% (v/v) TEMED] and a 11 % acrylamide solution [11 % (w/v) acrylamide and 8 M
urea, buffer and catalytic agents were as the same as first solution],
The setup of the apparatus for casting of the urea-gradient gel can be seen in Fig. 1I.
Briefly, the assembled glass plate plates were placed in a casting tank and butanol
with bromophenol blue as indicator pumped into the casting tank until it reached a
height of 2..3 em from the bottom of the tank. This was followed by pumping in
approximately 3 m1 of the 15 % (w/v) acrylamide solution into the apparatus. 11 ml
of each 15 % (w/v) acrylamide solution without urea and 11 % (w/v) acrylamide
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solution with 8 M urea was placed in separate beakers (see Fig.l l). The \urea-
gradient was generated by pumping the low concentration solution into the casting
tank, using two channels of a peristaltic. pump, while simultaneously mixing the high
i(;oncentratioh solution (11 % (w/v) acrylamide with 8 M urea) which pumped
though the other single channel of the pump with the low concentration solution (see
Fig.ll).~ After the gradient was formed, 10 ml of 11% (w/v) acrylamide solution,
\'
ft ...'
contalning 8 1\.1urea, was pumped into the tank, so that the gel was finally composed
of a 1 em length of the solution with 8 M urea. Urea ..gradient gels were then
allowed to photcpolymerized by the exposure to light. Once the gels were
polymerized and removed from the casting tank, the three spacers were removed
and two small spacers added to the side ofthe trough created for sample application.
After this, the vertical edges of the glass were sealed with tape (so that the urea
gradient was perpendicular to the direction of electrophoresis). Unfolded enzyme
was prepared in 8 M 'urea, 10 % (v/v) glycerol and 0.002 % (w/v) bromophenol
blue, with 2-3 hours allowed for the protein to unfold. Folded protein was prepared
with glycerol and 0.002 % (w/v) bromophonel blue as a dye. Urea-gradient gels
were pre-electrophoresed in order to remove excessive reacted urea before sample
application (The urea solution can produce cyanate which reacts with amino groups
of protein and then introduces electrophoretic charge heterogeneity.),
Electrophoresis was carried out at a constant current of 15 rnA per gel for 3 hours
in 0.05 IvI 'Iris-acetate buffer, pH 8 (The buffer system was a continuous buffer
system). Gels were stained and destained as in the SDS ..PAGE procedure (see
section 2.4.1).
1--1
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Plrnp.
Fig.II Apparatus for preparing urea-gradient gels (adopted from Creighton;
1986).
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2.10 Homology modelling
Homology modelling is a widely used knowledge-based technique for protein
structure modelling. One can use it to predict how amine acid substitutions could
alter a proteii ;18 structure when the three-dimensional structure of a mutant protein
is not available. The modelling procedure uses experimentally determined protein
structures as templates to predict the conformation of another protein with aimilar
amino acid sequences (Sali and Blundell., 1994; SaIL, 1995). Application of the
programme PROMOn is made possible from Swiss-Model (Peitsch., 1995;
Peitsch., 1996), and it il1 an automated protein modelling server at the Geneva
Biochemical Research Institute, Glaxo Welleome research and development, S.A.
Switzerland. The modelling server can be accessed from the following URL address
: http://expasy.hcuge.ch!swissmod/SWISS-MODEL.html.
Modelling starts with the superposition of 3D structures based on the diagonals of
sequence similarity called SIM (Huang and Miller., 1991). Regions with sequence
similarity are selected automatically and the corresponding residues matched in 3D
space. The primary match can be further refined by using expanding context
spheres from 0.1 to 3A. The second step is to generate multiple sequence alignment
with the sequence of interest to be modelled using FAST A (Pearson and Lipman.,
1988) and BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990). A three-dimensional framework for the
new protein sequence is generated based on the sequence alignment and
consideration of atoms topologically identical to the new structure and identical to
at least one supplied known three-dimensional structure. Atoms which occupy a
similar portion of space and are expected to have a structural-counter part in the new
structure were used to compute the co-ordinates of the new structure. Side chains
with incorrect (deviant) geometries were then removed.
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The supplied template of three-dimensional structures may not contain ali the
necessary loop residues required to build the model. However, it is possible to
search a data.h~"e ofstructural fragments derived from Brookhaven Protein Data
Bank (Abola et al., 1987) and the best fitted fragment or framework used to
construct a new loop. Conformational space is searched for space allocation for the
loop and for each a-carbon in the loops from 7 of the allowed ~ ..qI angle
combinations. This would exclude loops which are in steric conflict with the
surrounding context. Alternatively, it can compute a small framework from the five
best fitted data. Incomplete and incorrect backbone is rebuild based on the position
of (X-carbonsand the best fitted backbone fragment is searched from a data base of
crystallographic structures Df7 allowed <l>-lFangle combinations,
Once the building of the backbone is completed, lacking or incomplete side chains
must be added on. The distorted, but complete, side-chains are corrected and the
incomplete or lacking side-chains are rebuild with a search from a library of allowed
side-chain rotamers sorted by increasing frequency of occurrence inknown three-
dimensional structures.
The additional van der Waal's exclusion test for each residue in its spacial context
is applied and the most frequently acceptable rotamer replaced in the model.
Residues which cannot be rebuild are withheld, allowing for other rotamers to be
tested. Six such passes are performed with an incremental tolerance of 0.15 A. In
the seventh pass, the still absent side chains are added in their most probable
rotamer, regardless of any exclusion test. Dihedral angle (i.e. the psi, phi, omega
and chi angles) constraints can also be added to select rotamers.
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The packing density of the completed model was checked by using an algorithm
from FROMOn which detects both internal and external surfaces and computes the
centre and size of each individual cavity. A comparison of the size and distribution
of intramolecular cavities between model and crystal structure may help to uncover
any mis-folds inthe model structure. Mis-folded areas can also be identified by the
method described by Luthy (Luthy et al., 1992). Lastly, the mutant model was
refined by CHARMm (Brook et al., 1983).
The W28F mutant model was built based on the known three-dimensional structure
of human placental glutathione S-transferase (Reinemer et at, 1992) with the Trp28
replaced by Phe28. The PDB identify code of human placental.Gfl'I' is lOSS.
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Chapter 3
Results and Discussion
3.1 Purification and Yield
TIle purification of wild-type and W28F mutant human GSTP 1..1 yielded 2 and 0.5 ..
1 mg/litres of culture medium, respectively. Yields of pure class Pi recombinant
GST were in good agreemez with those reported in the literature (Mancharan et at,
1992b; Kong et aI., 1993b; Zimniak et al., 1994). Similar .• ation was
reported for recombinant rat class Pi GST (Tamai et al., 1991). Studies on the
inhibition character of glutathione analogues showed that wild-type and W28F
mutant hGSTPl-l shared similar affinities toward S,"hexylglutathione. and
glutathione sulphonate as the Iso values were very close for both wild-type and
mutant enzymes (see Fig.16 and Fig. 17). This excluded the lower yield of W28F
mutant enzyme resulted from weaker binding ofW28F mutant enzyme to the. affinity
matrix.
Class Pi GST is highly susceptible to oxidation and covalent modification, which
can result in reduced catalytic ability and conformational stability (Sluis-Cremer and
Dirr.,1995). The enzymes were pu nied using the S~hexylglutathione immobilized
Sepharose affinity chromatography at pH 7..7.8, rather than the widely used
immobilized-GSH affinity chromatography at pH 9.6 (Simons and Van der Jagt.,
1977), in order to prevent pH-induced oxidation. Low yields of purified mutant
enzyme can possibly be attributed to an. inefficient protein synthesis system, but the
final folded conformation was sensitive to proteolysis. It is possible that the enzyme
has lower intrinsic stability in a final folded state. Balcer et at (Baker et al., 1994)
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produced recombinant hGSTP1 ..l as Nsterminal ubiquitin fusion, with the
Saccharomyces cerevisiae ubiquitin..specific protease co-expressed; this allows the
co-translational cleavage of engineered ubiquitin .. JST fusion proteins expressed
in E.. coli. In their research, theyobserved a marked improvement on the yield of
enzyme after the ubiquitin was cleaved by the ubiquitin-speciflc protease in the.E
coli cytoplasm,
3.2 Homogeneity
3.2.1 SDS-PAGE
Thehomogeneity of the purified enzyme was evaluated by SDS-polyacrylamide gel.
~ .
Wild-type ah<Y. \V28F mutant enzyme appeared to be pure and homogeneous as
represented in Fig.12a. The relati molecular mass of the wild-type and W28F
mutant subunit of hGSTP1 ..l was estimated at close to 23.5 kDa from the SDS...
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis gel (see Fig. 12b), similar to the • .Iues published
by others such as Kolm et al (Kolm et al., 1992; Kong et al., 1993b; Zimniak et al.,
1994).
3.2.2 Isoeleetrie focusing
Wild-type and W28F'mutant enzymes were shown to share similar pI values (PI ;:
4.8) (see Fig.l Sa.b), which were in close agreement with the published literature
value of' 4.6 (Widersten et al., 1992). Multiple bands of wild-type and W28F
hGSTPl ..l between pl 4.6 and 5.1 were observed.
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Fig.12 hGST Pl ..l by 8DS·PAGE. (a) 15 % SDS PAGE gel showing the
migration of homogeneous subunit of wild-type and W28F hGST P 1..1. Lane 1:
wild ..typehGSTPl ..1; lane 2: W28FmutanthGSTPl-1; lane 3: pGSTPl ..l; lane
4: molecular mass marker protein. (b) Calibration curve of the molecular mass
marker proteins. The estimated molecular mass for the subunit of both wild-type
and W28F hOST P l ..l ..is about 23.5 kDa (marked with X). Details of conditions
and molecular mass markers can be found in section 2.4.1.
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Fig.13 Determination of the isolelectric point ofwild ..type and W28F mutant
hOST P IIm ~ )IEF gel showing the focused proteins. Lane I: pI marker proteins;
lane 2: w. -type [lGST PI ..1; lane 3: W28F mutant hOSTPl·1. (b) Calibration
curve for the isoelectric point marker proteins. The pI of both wild-type and W28F
hOST PI-I was 4.8 (marked with an X), both enzymes appear as multiple bands
between pl 4.6 and 5.1. Details of conditions and pl marker proteins can be found
in section 2.4.2.
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3.2.3 Stze-exeluslon HPLC
The molecular mass of the native wild-type and W28F mutant enzymes estimated
,
from size-exclusion HPLe experiments were close to 47kDa, (see Fig. 13a) as in
accordance with other reported values (Kolm etal., 1992; Kong et at..1993b;
Zimniak et al, 1994), Single elution peaks were observed for wild-type and W28F
mutant enzyme, indicating the purified enzymes were homogenious (see Fig. 14b).
The size-exclusion profiles showed that the two enzymes did not differ in terms of
their hydrodynamic volume, thus indicating that the W' H> F replacement did not
cause a change in hydrodynamic volume and quaternary structure of the dimeric
hGSTP1 ..L
3.2.4 Western blot
'The western blot analysis is shown in Fig.15. Wild-type hGSTP 1..1 and pGSTP 1..1
is shown to react with the primary antibodies (rabbit polyclonal anti ..hGSTP1 ..l
antibodies) , whereas bSA did not as expected. The homogeneity of the enzyme
was again confirmed and the specific antibody and class Pi OS1' interaction
observed; the results of the western blot experiment were clp~e to those of
Manoharan et al (Manoharan et al., 1992b). Human and porcine GST P1..1 were
shown to share a very high degree of structural similarity and primary sequence
identity (83%) which was the reason for the rabbit polyclonal anti ..hGSTPl ..1
antiserum reacting with porcine GSTPl ..1.
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Fig.14 (a) Retention profile of wild-type and W28F mutant hOST Pl-I from the
size ..exclusion HPLC column. (b) Determination of the molecular mass of the
native and W28F mutant hGST PI-l by size-exclusion HPLC. The molecular
mass both wild-type and W28F mutant proteins estimated from the calibration
curve is 47 kDa (marked with an X). Details of the conditions and molecular mass
marker proteins can be found in section 2.4.3.
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Fig.lf Western blot of the wild-type hOST Pl-l. (1) and (2) are porcine OST PI ..
1 and (3) is the wild-type hGST PI ..1. Enzymes were electrophoresed in 15
%(w/v) acrylamide gel and then transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane, blots
were incubated with a polyclonal antiserum raised against human glutathione S..
transferase class Pi, then with a secondary alkaline phosphatase-coniuga.ed
antibody. Nitro blue tetrazolium/S-bromo-t-chloro-Scindolyl phosphate was used
for colour development of the glutathione Sstransferase bands. Details of methods
and conditions for the western blot can be found in section 2.4.4.
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3.3 Steady-state enzyme kinetics
Details of the steady-state enzyme kinetic data are shown in Table.S, The steady-
state enzyme kinetic parameters of wild-type enzyme for reduced glutathione and
CDNB were in agreement ith published values for wild-type recombinanthuman
GSTPl-1 (Manoharan et aI., 1992b; Kolm et al., 1992; Kong et at, 1993b;
Zimniak et al., 1994; Ricci et al., 1995). The sterically-conserved substitution of
W .....F (Bordo and Agros, 1991) in hGSTPl ..l halved the specific activity of the
enzyme when compared with the wild-type enzyme. 'The catalytic efficiency value
(kca~ of W28F mutant towards reduced glutathione and eDNB were. both
reduced (see Table.S), K, for reduced glutathione remained unchanged and a large
increase inK,towards CDNB was observed. Mutant enzyme also exhibited much
lower maximumvelocity incatalysing the conjugatioa ofreduced GSH and CDNB.
The Iso(S ..hexylglutathione) of'wild-type enzyme resembled the values reported by
others such as Kahn et al (Kolm et al., 1992; Kong et at, 1992c; Kong et al.,
1993). Iso value tor wild-type and W28F mutant enzymes were 14 and 12.6 MM
when S..hexyglutathione was used. Iso value for wild-type and W28F mutant
enzyme was 16.6 t-tM when glutathione sulphonate was used (See Fig. 15 and Fig. 17
for the inhibition results).
The replacement of Trp28 by Phe did not cause changes in the inhibition
characteristics (the Iso values) and S-hexylglutathione was confirmed to be a more
effective competitive inhibitor for both wild ..type and mutant enzymes when
compared with glutathione sulphonate. The hydroxyl group of Tyr7 formed a
hydrogen bonds with the sulphonate oxygens of glutathione sulphonate at the G site,
thus resulting in tight binding (Kd == 4 t-tM; Dirr et al., 1991a).
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According to Askelof et al (Askelof et at, 1975), the inhibitory effects of
glutathione analogues increase by increasing the length of the hydrocarbon chain of
alkyl moieties in Seubstituted glutathione analogues. When the hydrophobic hexyl
moiety of S..hexylglutathione fitted into the HMsite, it prevented the electrophilic
substrate's binding to the H..site, and subsequently lowered the enzyme activity.
A major effect of the Trp28 ;...Phe mutation was a decrease in the turnover number
and apparent affinity for the electrophilic substrate (CDNB). The interaction
between glutathione an~the G..site did not seem to be affected significantly by the
mutation as the Km for reduced glutathione and the Iso values for the competitive
inhibitors (S ..hexylglutathione and glutathione Sulphonate) remained unchanged.
Although the Trp28 .... Phe substitution did not cause a change in the global
conformation as seen in the size-exclusion HPLC profile (see Fig.14b), the kinetic
data suggested a local distortion in the topography at the hydrophobic (electrophilic
substrate) binding site (Hssite) of the enzyme.
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Kinetic parameters of wild-type and W28F mutant of human
GSTPl-1
Parameters ( unit) Wild-type W28Fmutant
Specific enzyme activity
(.umoVrninlmg)
3.54 2.66
Varied (GSH]
Vmax CumoVmin) 36 11.7
0.26 0.28
324 184
KM(mM)
Varied [CDNB:
Vmax (zzrnol/mlu) 9.6 2.2
0.75 2
116.2 50.9
KM(mM)
Table.S Kinetic parameters of wild-type and W28F mutant OST PI ..I.
Measurements were made in0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer, pH 6.5, containing
1 roM EDT A, 0.2 %(w/v) sodium azide, at 25°C. Kinetic activity was monitored
spectrophotometrically at 340 nm. Details of conditions and methods under section .
2.5.1 to 2.5.3.
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Fig.16 Inhibition of enzyme activity by S..hexylglutathione, (e) wild-type hGST
PI ..1, (\I ) the W28F mutant enzyme. The Iso(Wt) == 14 pM and Iso (W28F) == 12.0
J.lM. Correlation coefficients of wild-type and W28F mutant enzyme are 0.98 and
0.97, respectively. Details, of the experimental conditions can be found in section
2.5.4.
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Fig.17 Inhibition of enzyme activity by glutathione sulfonate. (.) wild-type
hGSTP1 ..1, (V) the W28F mutant enzyme. The Iso(Wt andW28Pmutant):::: 15
,uM. the correlation coefficients of wild-type and W28F mutant enzyme are
calculated to be 0.99 and 0.96, respectively. Details of the experimental conditions
can be found in section 2.5.4.
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3.4 Heat-inactivation studies
Thermostabillty of wild-type and W28F mutant enzymes was determined by
investigating the enzymes' catalytic activity at elevated temperatures. Replacement
of Trp with Phe resides resulted in an observable decrease in enzyme
therrnostability, as seen inFig.18. W28F mutant was less thermostable than ~. 'ld-
type enzyme. Tm values (temperature at which 50% enzyme maintained activity)
for wild-type enzyme are 52°C and 45 °C for W28F mutant. At 60°C , the W28F
mutant enzyme was totally inactivated, whereas the wild-type enzyme maintained
a 10% activity. The heat inactivation profile of wild-type recombinant enzyme was
\;)
ill agreement with that obtained by others srch as ~{onget al (Kong et al., 1993b),
II
where the tm.of this enzyme was 55°C.
The time-dependence data at 55°C also indicated the wild ..type protem to be more
thermostable when compared with the W28F mutant.. The t112 (wild-type) ::::8 min
and t1/2(W28F) :::;2 min (see Fig. 19). Therefore, the data indicates Trp28 to be
important for maintaining a proper stable conformation of class Pi OST.
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Fig.18 Thermal inactivation of wild-type (\1) and W28F mutant (.YhGST Pl ..l
with temperature, Details of and experimental methods and conditions can be
found in section 2.6.
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Fig.19 Time-dependence of'thermal inactivation of wild-type Cv) and W28F
mutant (.) hGST Pl-I. Experiments were performed at 55 QC. Details of
experimental methods and conditions can be found in '¥!ction :!o6.
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3.5 Fluorescence spectroscopy
3.S.1 Fluorescence emission spectra
Fluorescence emission spectra of wild-type and \V28F mutant enzymes are shown
in Fig.20 and represent typical profiles of partially solvent ..exposed tryptophan
residues (Burstein et at, 1973). The maximum emission wavelength of both wild ..
type and mutant enzymes was 340 run. W28F mutant enzyme exhibited 56%
emission intensity ofwild-type enzyme. The spectral data suggest that the two Trp
residues differ only slightly ill exposure to-the exterior environment.
3.5.2 Quantum yield
The quantum yield of wild ..type and W23F mutant enzymes was estimated to be
0.026 and O.C:, respectively. This low quantum yield of the these two enzymes is
thus indicative of tryptophan residues in a hydrophobic microenvircnment (Burstein
et al., 1973). A similar quantum yield was obtained for porcine class Pi isoenzyme
by Dirt and Reinemer (Dirr and Reinemer., 1991), which is an indication of
tryptophan residue being partially burled in the protein matrix. The emission data
and the quantum yields imply that the fluorescence intensity observed for wild ..type
hGSTP1 ..1 is slightly dominated by the emission of Trp33. The calculated
accessible surface area of pGSTP1 ...1 shows that Trp28 has a larger accessible
surface area when compared with Trp38 (Reinemer et al., 1991). It should be noted
that Trp38 is involved in binding the glutathione sulphonate at the active site and
that this would cause a change in the accessibility ofTrp38.
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Fig.20 Corrected fluorescence emission spectra of2 f.tM native wild ..type and
\V28F mutant hOST PI ...1. The steady ..state fluorescence spectroscopy were
performed at room temperature using the Hitachi model 850 fluorescence
spectrophotometer. The excitation and emission bandwith were both set at 5 11m.
20 roM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.5, containing 100 ruM NaCl~ ImM BDrA,
0.2 %(w/v) sodium azide. Samples were excited at 295 run and recorded from 300
to 400 nm, Spectra were corrected for the buffer blanks.
300 350
Wavelength (nm)
400
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3.5.3 Acrylamide quenching studies
Acrylamide is a neutral polar quencher which can gain access to deeply buried
tryptophan residues, and the quenching of excited tryptophan fluorescence can
provide information with regard to the tryptophan residue's accessibility to the
exterior environment of proteins (Eftink and Ghiron., 1976). In the acrylamide
quenching studies, the Stern ..Volmer plot was used to calculate the acrylamide
quenching parameters (Lehrer., 1971). The acrylamide quenching result of wild-
type and W28F mutant hGSTP 1-1 can be seen inFig.21. The linear relationship
suggests that a dynamic quenching mechanism is the major quenching mechanism
and that static quenching by aerylamide was negligible. If static quenching is not
negligible, then an upward curving Stern ..Volmer plot would be observed (Eft ink
and Ghiron, 1981). An upward curving plot indicated that all Trp residues were
neatly equally accessible, or that the fluorescence was dominated by a single Trp
residue. The linear Stem ...Volmer plot of'wild ..type enzyme also implies that the
two tryptophan residues differ only slightly in their accessibility to quencher (Eftink
and Groron., 1976),
Effective Stern-Volmer quenching constant (~,,) determined from the plots, were 4.3
and 1.34 Mot for wild-type and W28F mutant enzyme, respectively. The Ksv for N..
acetyl ..tryptophanamide (NATA) was estimated to be 17 ~,f"1,which was very close
to the value reported by Eftink and Gniron (Eft ink and Ghiron., 1977), TIle values
of Ksv generally range from 0.11\1101 to 10 Mol for deeply buried to highly expose<l
tryptophan residues of proteins (Eftink and Ghiron., 1981). The difference in 1("
values implies that the Trp28 residue is slightly more accessible to quencher than
Trp38. Surface area calculations from the crystal structure ofhuman placental class
Pi GST (Reinemer et al., 1992) indicated that both tryptophan residues are partially
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Fig.21 Stern-Volmer plot for acryhnaide quenching of wild-type ('\I) and W28F
mutant (.) hGST PI ..I. FQand F are the fluorescence intensities in the at:sence and
presence of'acrylamide, respectively, Coefficients of correlation are 0.93 for wild..
type and 0.88 for W28F mutant. Details of conditions used in the experiment can
be found in section 2.7.3.
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exposed to solvent with slight differences in their surface accessibility (approximately
16% exposure to solvent).
3.6 Urea ..induced equilibrium unfolding studies
Two types of probes were used here: those sensitive to different structural
phenomenon, and those differing in levels of sensitivity. It is sometimes referred to
as the rnuitiple variable test (Brandts., 1969) and any presence of stable intermediates
will be detected by using different physical techniques. Tryptophan fluorescence
(structural probe) was used to monitor the immediate environment of the Trp residues
which represent the localized environment of the Trp residues. Denaturation by urea
causes a red shift in the emission spectrum ofwild ..type and W28F mutant hGSTP 1..1
from 340 nm to 355 nm as the fluorophcre becomes exposed upon unfolding.
Enzyme activity (functional probe) will give a more indirect, global assessment of the
unfolding/refolding process. The dimeric structure is requtred tor OST to be
catalytically functional and dissociation of the dimer into its subunits will result in a
loss of functionality.
The urea ..induced equilibrium unfolding curves of wild ..type enzyme showed that the
unfolding transition was monophasic and sigmoidal, both of which are characteristic
of a highly co ..operative unfolding transition (Creighton., 1990; Jackson and Fersht.,
1991) (see Fig.22 a, b). The good correlation which occurred between the structural
and functional probes was observed. The result cotresponded well with those
obtained for the porcine class GSTPlwl (Dlrr and Reinerner , 1991; Erhardt and Dirt',
1995; Sluls ...Cremer and Dirr., 1995) which unfolded in a two-state manner. Linear
slopes for the pre .. and post- transition regions are common features of a denaturant ..
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induced curve and are presumably due to solvent perturbation effects; i.e., the
interaction of solvent molecules with the native and unfolded proteins (Pace., 1986).
\\
1\
The two-state model for the denaturation of dimerie proteins, where only th~~native
dimer (D) and unfolded monomer (U) are the two significant populations present at
equilibrium, is described by the following scheme:
KD
D#2U
Inthe two-state model, only the folded dimers and unfolded monomers are populated,
whereas folded monomers are unpopulated because they are thermodynamically
unstable relative to the native dimer and unfolded monomer (Creighton et al., 1990).
A protein concentration-dependence study indicated a shift to a higher urea
concentration from 4 M (1 pM wild ...type hGSTP1 ..1) to 4,47 M urea (10 p.M wild-
type hGSTPl ..l) which was consistent with the two-state model of denaturation
(Bowie and Sauer, 1989) (see Fig.23), Concentration dependency was also observed
in porcine class isoenzyme (Erhardt and Dirr., 1995),
The following equations explain the dependence of equilibrium unfolding on protein
concentration provided that the. folded monomer state was essentially unpopulated.
(Eq.ll)
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(E 12)'q. ,
where D is the native dimer and U is the unfolded monomer, respectively. Pt is the
total protein concentration. fd is the fraction of unfolded protein and Ko is the
equilibrium constant of the two-state unfolding process (Bowie and Saucer., 1989).
Protein concentration (in terms of monomer concentration) is determined by both
folded dimer and unfolded monomer concentrations, Pt= 2[U] + [D]. According to
\j
the law of mass action, by increasing the concentration of protein, the proportion of
native d. .ier at each denaturant concentration will increase and the mid-point of
transition will shift to a higher denaturant concentration as protein concentration
increases (Timm and Neet., 1992).
The dependence on protein concentration is an unique characteristic of the coupled
denaturation and' dissociation of oligomeric protein system, and is a typical feature
of two-state unfolding models of dimeric proteins as has been observed for various
dimeric proteins (Bowie and Saucer., 1989; Gittleman and Matthews., 1990; Tlmm
and Neet., 1992; Mann et al., 1993~ Timm et al., 1994).
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Fig.22 Raw data of the concentration-dependence experiment ofwild ..type hOST
p I ..I. (a) Relative 10S3 of enzyme activity vs [ urea ]. (b) relative fluorescence
intensity vs [ urea]; ('vJ 10 .uM enzyme and (.) 1 ~lMenzyrse. Details of
conditions of experiment can be found in sectiop 2.8.1.
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Fig.23 Concentration ...dependence of wild ..type hOST PI ..1. (.) the relative loss
of enzyme activity of 1 J.tM enzyme; 07) the fraction of unfolded protein of 1 ,uM
enzyme; (T) the fraction of unfolded protein of}O .ij,M enzyme; (0) the relative
loss of enzyme activity of 10 jiM enzyme. The data is converted from Fig.22
according to section 2.8.2.
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Conformations] stability of wild-type and W28F mutant enzyme
aGH20 represents the difference inGibb's free energy between the native and unfolded.
protein in the absence of denaturant and provides an estimation of protein
conformational stability. Fig.24 was transformed and iterated according to the
method described in section 2.8.3. The linear dependence of .6.0H20 on urea
concentration was observed in the transition region. The AGHZO values for wild ..type
and W28F mutant GSTPl ..l were extrapolated from the transition region to zero
denaturant in Fig.24 are 18.8 and 14.5 keel/mol, respectively. The value of wild-type
enzyme was very close to the reported value of porcine class Pi GST (Dirt and
Reinemer., 1991; Erhardt and Dirr., 1995). AGH20 of wild ..type class Pi GST was
very closed to the range of conformational stability of dimeric proteins (amino acid
residues per subunits ranged between 118 and 209) for which chemical-induced
denaturation was two-state; and l.\GI-l20 ranged between 19.2 and 27.8 kcal/mol (Neet
and Timm., 1994).
The unfolding process of W28F mutant was monitored using only the enzyme activity
as the probe because of the small amount of enzyme available and the sensitivity of
the probe. It was assumed that the structural and functional probes were highly
correlated as observed for wild-type hGSTP1-l (see Fig.25) and pGST P1..1 (Erhardt
and Dirr., 1995). Unfolding of W28F mutant protein also followed a two-state
process with a monophasic transition, see Fig.24. TIle mid-point of the transition was
estimated to be 3.7 M urea (wild-type hGSTPI-I) and 4.2 M urea (W28F mutant of
hGSTPl ...1). W28F mutant protem unfolded at a lower urea concentration, indicating
a lower intrinsic stability of the W28F mutant enzyme. A m..value can be expressed
as the gradient of the transition region and is determined by the number and types of
groUPSwhich become exposed to solvent as the protein unfolds \Greene and Pace.,
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type and W28F mutant enzymes obtained from Fig.25 were 2635 and 1955 cal/mol.M
urea, respectively. In Fig.25, the linear dependence of AG on urea concentration was
also observed, Myers et al (Myers et al., 1995) pointed out that both the m..values
and heat capacity changes were correlated and depended on the accessible surface
area of the protein.
The change in solvent-accessible area (hASA) can be calculated according to the
following equation (Myers et al., 1995):
~SA = r» 907 + 93 (number of amino acid residues) (Eq.13)
The m-value for urea denaturation can then be calculated from the following equation
(Myers et at, 1995):
m :;::374 + 0.11 (AASA) (Eq.14)
The heat capacity change (ACp) upon unfolding on AASA can be calculated from the
following equation (Myers et al., 1995):
ACp = ...251 + 0..19 (AASA) (Eq.1S)
The calculated Invalue for urea denaturation from Eq.J 4 for wnd-typ~,hOST P1..1
u
is 2412.3 cal/mol/M urea and the A. Cp calculated from EQ.15 for wild ..type enzyme
is 3269.7 cal/mol/K, The calculated m-value is close to the experimentally
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W28F mutant enzyme was thermodynamically less stable when compared with the
wild-type protein. Despite the m-value being dependent on the composition and
amount of polypeptide chain that is exposed. to solvent upon unfolding, the
compositios of the polypeptide chain ofW28F mutant did not differ significantly ~r01n
the wild-type enzyme except for the replacement of Trp with PM. W28F mutant
protein has a smaller m-value (gentler transition slope) when compared with the wild-
type. The difference between the slopes of the two enzymes simply reflect the
difference in the cooperativity of the unfolding/refolding transition (Gittleman and
Matthews; 1990; Myers et al., 1995).. Thomson et al (Thomson et al., 1939) pointed
out that differences in m-values (transition slopes) may result from differences in the
pathway of unfolding but this is excluded from the possibility because the
un±bIdingifoldingofwild-type and W28F mutant enzyme both proved it approached
the two-state unfolding/folding mechanism. The larger m..value (or steeper transition
slope) reflects the folded conformation of wild-type protein was less accessible to
solvent and more resistant to solvent-induced denaturation .. The W28F mutant was
more accessible to solvent and less resistant to solvent-induced denaturation when it
started to unfold at lower urea concentration. Because the two proteins did not differ
in terms of hydrodynamic volume, it can be concluded that the slight loss of co..
operativity at transition region came from alteration of forces which contributed to the
folded protein stability as a result of Trp28 ....Phe mutation.
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Fig24 Urea unfolding of the wild-type (\I) and W28F mutant hGSTPl",l(e).
The fraction of unfolded protein is determined from the enzyme activity data.
Details of experimental methods and conditions can be found in section 2.8.1. The
data is converted according to section 2.8.2.
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Fig. 25 . G as a function of urea concentration, where (.) is the wild ..type hOST'
P 1-1; ('1) is the W28F mutant enzyme. Data points were calculated from
transitional region inFig.24 using equation in section 2.8.2. A GH:!O (Wt):;:: 18.8
kcal/mol and A GH20 {W28F):;:: 14.5 kcal/mol,
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3.7 Urea-gradient gel electrophoresis
Fig.20 a and b show the electrophoretic mobility ofhGSTP 1..1 across a,.Ottt!( M
gradient of urea. The smooth sigmoidal protein band between native and tliltZllded
enzyme with a single transition was observed, indicating a rapid and reversible
equilibrium transition between unfolded and native conformational states (Creighton.,
1979), see Fig.26. It also indicates the unfolding mechanism to be a co-operative
two-state mechanism. 111emid-point of the transition is approximately at 4.2 M urea,
which is consistent with the mid..point data for the.unfolding of wlld-type enzyme
monitored by structural and functional probes. The refoldinb of unfolded pr9tein also
resembled the two state folding/unfolding mechanism with a smooth linear unfolded
and folded region} rhe transition region being broken with ditTusion occurred at both
ends, see Fig.26b. The unfolding and refolding patterns of the wild-type enzyme
were similar, which implied a rapid two-state mechanism with rapid conformational
transitions. The broken curve of refolding of the enzyme was due to the
interconversion between different conformations at the transitional region being
slower than the time scale of the electrophoresis and thus only the native and
unfolded forms were accumulated inand trapped by the acrylamide gel. One possible
refolding kinetic battier \ 'as the cis ..trans isomerization of peptide bonds preceding
P1'053ofhGST PI ..l (Reinemer et al., 1992). It is interesting to note that the r ;c of
cis-trans isomerization is inherently 'very temperature dependent. Cis-trans
isomerization is intrinsically slow, with the half ..time for isomerization of an
individual bond being of the order of20 min at O°C(Creighton., 1986; Creighton.,
1990).
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Fig.26 Urea-gradientgel eletrophoretograms of (a) native wild ..type hOST PI ..!
and (b) unfolded wild-tY;.1ehOST Pl ..1. The proteins were eletrophoresed in 0.05
M Tris/Acetate buffer, pH 8t at room temperature. The mid-point of transition for
both (a) and (b) is 4.:':M urea. Details of the experimental method can be found
in secti ') 9lU lon.". •
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.3.8 Structural basis for destabilization
The Trp28 ....;Phe mutation ofhGST PI ..I as a result of the W28F mutant has (a)
lower catalytic ability, (b) greater susceptibility to heat inactivation, and (c) a
decrease in conformational stability. Folded proteins are only marginally stable, and
even the smallest interaction can contribute significantly to its stability. Forces which
have positive contributions to the stability offolded protein are: hydrogen bonding,
ion pairing, and van der Waal's interactions and hydrophobic interactions. The
opposition forces are due mainly to the entropic effect (Matthews., 1987: Dlll.,
1990).
In the crystal structure of hGST Pl ..l(Reinemer et al., 1992), a putative intrachain
hydrogen bond was observed between the partially buried indole ring oftrp28 and
the buried side chain Glu30 (see Fig.29a). The donor-acceptor (NElofTrp28 and
OE2 ofGlu30) distance is 3.2 A. This particular hydrogen bond ~air is also observed
in porcine (Reinemer et al., 1991; Din' et al., 1994b) and murine class Pi crystal
structures (Garcia-Saez et al., 1994). Shirleyet al (Shirley et at, 1992) pointed out
that there were three possible fates tor a hydrogen bonding pair upon mutation: (1)
it could form a new intramolecular hydrogen bond, (2) it could form a hydrogen bond
with polar solvent, or (3) it could fail to form a hydrogen bond all together. In order
to distinguish between the three possibilities, we have to look at the. crystal structure
of the protein. A replacement of TW with Phe excluded the first possibility of
formation of a new hydrogen bond with the pair. Secondly, the position at which
amino acid 28 is situated is buried (considering that the Trp28 only has 16% surface
accessibility to solvent).
One cannot only accouet the loss of hydrogen bonding between the OIu30 and Trp28
being due to the loss of conformational stability, and one must also include all
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possible factors which reflect the loss of conformational stability. TIle reported
average free energy involved in hydrogen bonding was approximately 1.3 ± 0,6
keal/mol in stabilizing structures such as globular proteins and double-helical nucleic
acid in aqueous solution (Shirley et al., 1992).
1011. pairing for protein stability in terms of ion pairs burled itl the protem core can be
seen in the studies by Barlow and Thornton (Barlow and Thomton., 1983), In the
crystal structure of human GSTP1 ..l, an ion pair is identified between the partially
buried side chain of 01030 and the buried side chain of Arg18 (intratomlc distance
is 3.2 A). This Arg ..Glu ion pair is conserved in the hydrophobic core of domain 1
in the AlphaltvlulPi/Schistosomajaponicum lsoenzymes, which strongly suggests its
contribution to the maintenance ofthermodynamically stable GSTs. A conservative
ion pair of Arg..Asp in the octopus class Sigma isoenzyme (Ji et al., 1995) further
supports the coutribution of this evolutionary significant ion pair. Furthermore, the
guanldlnlum moiety of Al'g18 is hydrogen bonded to the carbonyl oxygen in the
active-site peptide backbone at a non ..polar residue (Vall0IPi; AInU/Alpha;
Trp1lMu; LeulO/Sigma; Ile9/ SJaponicum) in tbl. -slte, This Trp28...01u30-Arg18
triad is situated below the active site loop (PheS to Oly12) of domain 1 in the class
Pi isoenzyme which constitutes the H·site (Relnemer et al., 1992; Dlrr et al., 1994b ).
Class Pi isoenzyme has 8 Arg residues per monomer, half of which have very low
solvent accessible surface areas (Relnemer at at, 1992) (see Fig.S for amino acid
sequence alignment of class Pi OSTs). It is unusual for a charged amino acid to exist
in a buried hydrophobic environment as it would prefer to be situated at the surface
ofa protein, as the burial of unpaired charged residues in the non ..polar interior would
be energetically costly (Dao..pin et at, 1991). TIle Arg..Glu ion pair most likely plays
a role as a stabilizing force within the hydrophobic envlronment of Trp28. the
'frp2S ..01u30-Arg18 cluster forms a hydrogen ..bonded network and any disruption
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of th1C' "''''llid affect the stabilizing effect of the network in this, part of the structure.
The absence ef'hydrogen bonding between Phe28 and Glu30, as in W28F mutant,
could cause a partial destabilization of polar interactions between the Arg-Glu ion
pair and, as a consequence, in the destabilization of the Trp28-Glu30-At'gl~ cluster.
This would subsequently affect both the topology at the H--site,which is situated
above the triad, and the thermodynamic stability. of the protein,
The contribution of the Arg..Glu ion pair to protein stability was also confirmed by
the low yields of expressed R18D mutatC.'hGSTP1..l (Manoharan at al., 1992b).
Furthermore, replacement of Atg20 in hOST At ..1with Ala ( topological equivalent
to Al'g18 ofhGST PI ..l) resulted in a 85% loss of specific enzyme actjvity, which
further supports the Important structural role of the conservative Arg-Glu ion pair
(Stenberg et al.,1991).
Research suggests that the hydrophobic effect is especially important in stabilizing
the folded s· uctures of protein (Kauzmann., 19$9), In the crystal structnre ofhGS
PI ..1, Trp2g is situated in a hydrophobic region and interacts with the hydrophobic
amino acid side chains ofValS, Ala15, Met19, Leu21 and Phe192. One would
expect a slight loss ofhydropherbicity in this region as a result of the replacement of
Trp28 with Phe since Phe is less hydrophoblc than Trp, when compared with the
hydrophobicity scales in terms of Gibb's free energy contributed from amino acid
side chains (Pickett and Sternberg., 1993; Eriksson et al., 1993). Amino acid
substitutions can also result in a possible loss or gain in potential van del"Waal
contacts and can thus create strain and disorder which could affect packing and
conformational stability (Kellis et al., 1988; Sandberg and Terwilliger., 1989). Phe
residue has smaller van del' Waal's volume (about 83% ofTrp) when compared with
Trp residue. Phe has smaller side chain when compared with Trp (a volume
constraints); This difference in the sizes of the side chain would also affect the side
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chain packing within the immediate surrounding of amino acid 28. A loss ofvan der
Waal's contact between the side chain of Trp28 and Phe 192 may result from
replacing Trp28 with Phe, as seen in the structure constructed by homology modellin;
(Fig.29 a and b). One must also consider the contri'-ution from the side ..chain
conformational entropy (steric constraints) in order to accommoda the change of
Trp to Phe.
The possibility ofa cavity being created would remove this favourable van del' Waal's
interaction from the folded protein and result in a lower Gibb's free energy fur the
folded protein. The replacement can create a small cavity within the vicinity of the
aromatic side chain of'Phe, with the protein being able to respo- .t +0 the difference
by slight shift of backbone position in order to avoid the crea Jf cavity change
(structural adjustment). Eriksson et a1 (Eriksso» et al., 199,3) observed structural
adjustment in the crystal structure of bacteriophage T4lysozyme mutants. However,
the possibility of structural adjustment will remain unanswered until a W28F mutant
crystal structure becomes available.
When Trp28 is hydrogen bonded to Glu30~ there is much less rotational freedom and
the motion of the indole ring is restricted and settled to the highest possible
conformational free energy state where the aromatic ring of Phe would be able to
have more rotational freedom although the rotation of aromatic ring of Phe is by 1800
(x2) and will produce an indistinguishable state. The 'flipping motion of the aromatic
ring will not lead to a distinct conformational state because the change in energy as
a result of the motion of the aromatic ring tf h!~~l,tt :%sc:rHJ~J.das the change in
vibrational entropy(SVlO) (Pickett and Stemberg., 1993).
Entroplc effects dominate free energy changes during the folding of a protein, and a
major unfavourable entropic effect arises from the main chain conformational entropy
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major unfavourable entropic effect arises from the main chain conformational entropy
(Pickett and Stemberg.,1993). Inspection of the mutant model indicated that the
Trp28 _, Phe mutation did not result in main chain conformational change as the
amino acid back bone did not change much.
3.9 Homology modelling
When the 3~D structure of a mutant protein is not available, homology modelling is
useful for structural predictions for mutated regions. There has been much interest
in using homology modelling to predict t-he structural effect of amino acid
substitutions (Zimniak et at, 1994; Sali., 1995; Lee., 1996). Construction of a
refined model ofhGSTPl ..l W28F mutant was based on the known 3..0 structures-
of human, porcine and murine OST Pl-1 (Reinemer et al., 1992; Dirr et al., 19~J4;
i
Garcia ..Saez et al., 1994). When the modelled 3-D structure of the mutant protein
II
was aligned with porcine and murine GSTPl-l, the average root ..mean-square (RMS)
error for 1562 atoms-is about 0.78 A and for 206 Cc£_ atoms is 0.46 A ~an indication
of a good quality refined model was expected because of the high sequence identity
between the wild-type (template structure) and Vl28F (target structure) mutant
enzyme. At least 40 % sequence identity between target and template structures is
required to build a model with a main-chain error of as low as 1 A for 90 % of the
main-chainresldnes (Srinivasan and Blundell., 1993). For the W28F mutant model,
the Phe28 residue was build with a tolerance of 0.75 fA. The subunit structure of
W2SF mutant hGST PI ..I model can be seen in Fig.27.
The final model was verified by the programme called 3-D profiles, developed by
Luthy et al (Luthy et al., 1992). This programme compares the mutant amino acid
sequence with the statistical preference of an amino acid for its environment. This
is defined by: (1) the area of the residue that is burled; (2) the fraction of'side ..chain
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area that is covered by polar atoms (0 and N); and (3) the local secondary structure.
The total scores of mutant model calculated by 3..D profiles is 122.27, which fall into
a reasonably good correct folded structure for 209 amino acids. The profile scores
for a model depends on the length of the protem; the larger the protein the better the
score. The analysis of secondary structural content of the W28F mutant model shows
that tlfe helical structure is about 58.37'%, ~..sheet structure is about 6.69 %, and the
non-helical/sheet conformation is about 34.92 %. An average 3-D~lD score (a score
which indicates the presence or absence of mis-folded region) of 0.61 per residue also
suggests a good model with 110 mis-folded region in the W28F mutant model of
hGSTPl ..1.
The 3-D model ofW28F mutant protem displayed good stereochemistry and overall
structural identity when compared with the crystal structure of the wild-type enzyme
(Reinemer et al., 1992). See Fig.28 for the stereoview of the local environment of
Trp28 and Phe28. While limited, the model can provide insights regarding the effects
of amino acid substitution. Upon inspection of the W28F mutant model, it was
observed that the distance between the Phe2.8 and Phe 192 residues increased from
3,89 A to 5 A. Trp28 and Phe192 are the two residues involved in hydrophobic
interactions between ~2 and ct7. A widening of space between Phe28 (P2) and Phe
. ,
192(a7) was also observed. The effective distance for hydrophobic interaction is
within 4 A. The G site did not differ between wild-type structure and the mutant
model, but a slight distorted H site was observed in the W28F mutant model. This
was SUPf01tedby kinetic data with the Trp28 ....Phe mutation resulting in a decrease
in the turnover number and apparent affinity for the electrophilic substrate (CDNB).
This mutation also did not affect the interaction between the reduced glutathione and
the Gssite, which was confirmed by the enzyme steady-state kinetic results.
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Fig.27 Ribbon representation of subunit backbone structure of W28F mutant
hOST P1~1. Model is constructed according to method described in section 2.10.
The structure is represented at perpendicular to the crystallographic two-fold axis.
The structure is generated by using RASMOL (Sayle and Miller-White., 1995).
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b
Fig.28 Stereoview of the local environment of (a) Trp28 residue ofhGST PI ..l
(Reinemer et al., 1992) (wild-type) and (b) Phe28 residue ofV{28F mutant hGST
PI-!. Where VallO, Arg18, Phe28(or Trp28) and Phe192 residues are selected
because of their involvment in the electrostatic interaction and hydrophobic
interaction with Phe 28 or Trp28. Diagrammes are generated by using
HYPERCHEM.
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b
Fig.29 Local environmentof'(a) wild-type and (b) W28F mutant hOST PI ..1 with
Vallu, Arg18, Ttp28,Glu30 and Phe192 selected (Reinemer et al., 19Y2). Dotted
spheres represent-the van der Waal's surface. Structure, is generated using
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3.10 Conclusion
The findings of this study show that the evolutionary conserved Trp28 plays an
important structural role fi'J. maintaining the correct conformation at the If-site and in
the stability ofhGSTP1 ..l structure. The exact structural basis for the destabilization
by the Trp28 ....Phe is not yet known until the crystal structure of W28F mutant
becomes available. In'terms of the overall structure and function of the G"'sitt;, the
mutant protein appears to be correctly folded but with sorti~:bcal distortion at the RoO
site. Upon inspectien of the crystal structure ofhGSTPl~l) a Trp28-Glu30 ..Arg18
triad, which is located in domain 1 below the active site loop (Phe8 to Gly12), was
discovered and this was seen to. playa role in stabyizmg the network of polar
interaction in that region. Furthermore, the ~~.idiulll9"!moiety of Arg;! is hydr~&en
>.~.) h, 1\
bonded to the carbonyl.oxygen '~uthe active-sit~pepti,le backbone at a non ..l,;iolar
/ i " . >
residue (VallO) in the H!~ite.Truncation of the Trp28"Glu30 hydrogen bond possibly
impacted on the interaction between Glu30 ..A~g18, thus affecting both the topology
at the H-site and the stability of the protein,
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